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Editor's
Introduction

DIGITAL has pioneered many networking developments in its 40-year
history. A recent development, AltaVista,
has captured the popular imagination,
as evidenced by worldwide accesses,
averaging 18 million per day, to this
Internet search engine. Introduced in
1995, AltaVista indexing of the entire
Internet was made possible by 64-bit
VLM Alpha technology. The index
proceeds today at a pace of more than
6 million pages per day. DIGITAL's
Internet developments, however,
go well beyond search functions.
Business users need greatly improved
security and protection to integrate
the power oflnternet connectivity
into their businesses. It is this need
that is addressed in the papers on
tunnels, firewalls, and electronic mail.
Additional papers in the issue feature
high-performance, low-cost Alpha
microprocessor-based workstations
with unique design features, such
as a single-chip core logic ASIC.
"Tunnel" and "firewall" are strong
metaphors that developers use to
connote the kind of security software
necessary to protect business com munications transmitted over the
Internet. Tunneling protects data
as it travels in the public Internet
by providing secure encapsulation
within the standard TCP/IP protocol. However, as Ken Alden and Ted
Wobber explain, additional security
measures are necessary, specifically,
cryptographically secure encapsulated
packets. The authors describe how
secure network-level routing can
be achieved by combining the wellknown technologies of tunneling and
secure channels. The paper includes
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their experiences in deploying the
AltaVista Tunnel within DIGITAL.
Once data arrives-almost-at its
destination, the firewall is a filtering
router that determines which data
packets will be allowed to pass from
the public to the private network.
Mark Smith, Sean Doherty, Ollie
Leahy, and Der Tynan compare types
of firewalls; describe firewall functions
such as alarm systems, authentication,
and reporting; and present the design
of the AltaVista Firewall for DIGITAL
UNIX. The AltaVista Firewall comprises both application-level and
packet-filtering functionality and
implements the principle "that which
is not expressly permitted is denied."
The development of the AltaVista
Mail product is presented by Nick
Shipman as a case study in the issues
facing engineers who design products
for business users of the Internet.
He relates several of the fundamental
assumptions about engineering projects that were overturned by the
engineering team; for example,
product definition had conventionally
started with the technical issues to be
addressed and now started instead
with a product purchase price. Further,
in an effort to ensure product simplicity for the target customer, they
imposed the principle of simplicity
throughout the project-simplicity
in presentation, in design, in methods, and in implementation.
A low-cost, high-performance
workstation has been designed by
DIGITAL's workstation engineering
group. In the first of two papers
about the DIGITAL Personal
Workstations, Ken Weiss and Kenny
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House discuss the primary reasons for
initiating a wholly new design: simultaneously to take advantage of new,
high-performance memory technologies and to implement at a low cost.
A new, low-cost core logic design
was needed to function as the CPUto-memory interface. The result,
described by Reinhard Schumann,
was the 21174 single-chip core logic
ASIC for the Alpha microprocessor.
Designers were able to meet their
own aggressive performance goals by
focusing on reductions in the main
memory latency that was attributable
to the memory controller subsystem
and by using as much of the raw
bandwidth of the Alpha 21164
CPU's data bus as possible.
Subjects for papers in the next
issue of the Journal include the
parallel SCSI technology, shared
desktop software, and a highperformance debugger.

Jane C. Blake
Managing Editor

Foreword

Paul J. Cormier
Director ofEngineering, Alta Vista

In this issue, we focus on Internet
software products that are part of the
AltaVista portfolio. These particular
products are notable because of the
fashion in which they have been
developed and brought to market.
With the commercial Internet software industry moving quickly from
nonexistence to the most competitive
and fast-moving industry in existence,
engineers have recognized the need
for innovation at all stages of product
life. To succeed in Internet software,
engineers must be innovators both
in technology and in product development. Innovation begins with
the concept and continues through
product development and on to
delivery to the end user; and the
cycle continues.
From the beginning of the Internet
revolution, DIGITAL has been a
significant player in Internet software
and solutions development. The
company's success is attributable
to the many diverse and technically
talented groups that are focusing
their resources on developing software and solutions for Internet users.

The products presented in this
issue are good examples of the results
that can be achieved in extremely
short periods of time-six to nine
months-when research, product
development, and services groups
work together to bring world-class
products to market.
In the case of the Firewall product,
research took the lead early, while
the Internet was still used almost
exclusively by the scientific and technical community. As one of the first
Fortune 500 companies to connect
to the Internet, DIGITAL quickly
saw the threat to the security ofits
network and, in response, members
ofits research group developed the
initial firewall technology. As with
many innovations, this technology
was recognized by DIGITAL's customers as state-of-the-art and was in
turn demanded by them for their own
uses. While this complex technology
was still in its infancy, DIGITAL
Services was able to deliver high-end
security solutions to companies that
desired to connect to the Internet.
Not surprisingly, these companies
also needed to address the same network security issues that DIGITAL
faced as a consequence of connecting
to the public infrastructure. Starting
with the firewall technology, the
SEAL Firewall Service was born, and
DIGITAL became one of the very first
Internet security software providers.
As more and more enterprises
connected to the Internet and
experienced the same security issues
DIGITAL had been facing, it became
evident that both firewall technology
and the market were beginning to

mature. These factors quickly led
to the DIGITAL AltaVista Firewall
product.
DIGITAL responded to this market demand quickly, initially moving
the SEAL technology to a standalone
product on DIGITAL UNIX platforms. The same engineering group
that developed the SEAL technology
for the Services group seamlessly
moved to product engineering, first
in the Internet Business Group and
later to the AltaVista Group. This
smooth transfer of experience allowed
DIGITAL to go to market after a
short, six-month development cycle
and to be one of the first vendors to
offer a standalone, commercial firewall product.
Engineering has learned from
research and carried that knowledge
and experience through services and
directly to the product engineering
community. Moreover, engineering
has adapted its process to stay competitive within the Internet market,
enabling DIGITAL to be a technology leader with the AltaVista Firewall
product on DIGITAL UNIX and,
more recently, on the Windows NT
platform.
The AltaVista tunnel, or secure
virtual private network product (VPN),
has similar roots to those of the firewall technology. Tunneling was born
in response to a need for visitors at
DIGITAL facilities to securely traverse the trusted internal network
with untrusted packets. Again, the
research community took the lead.
With the tunneling concept
reversed, that is, access allowed from
the untrusted external network ( the
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Internet) to the trusted corporate
network and with encryption added,
the rudimentary basis for today's
product was put forward.
The newly formed Internet engineering group was ready to take the
technology and prototype forward,
putting into action a new instance of
the research-engineering partnership.
As was the case with the firewall, a talented engineering group moved the
initial product to market within six
months. DIGITAL was once again
able to lead in the Internet space and
claim the first VPN product to surface
in the market, one that currently has
many competitors.
As was also the case with the firewall, DIGITAL recognized a good
use of this technology to solve one of
its own problems. The telecommunications costs of moving the U.S. -based
sales force to home offices and connecting it back into the corporate network were becoming excessive. The
information services organization ran
a pilot with 2,000 sales people, using
local Internet connections and the
Internet tunnel to authenticate users
to the DIGITAL corporate network.
The solution was perfect because the
tunnel supplies the encryption capability that ensures the privacy of confidential business data as it traverses
the public network infrastructure.
The results of the pilot were staggering in terms of the savings in
telecommunications costs and keeping our internal network secure.
With this pilot in hand, information
services moved to offer the tunneling
service to other internal groups as a

4
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way to solve DIGITAL's mobileworker problem.
DIGITAL Services has also begun
to offer the tunnel product, coupled
with information services' pilot
experiences, as a solution to its customers-the same model used with
the initial firewall technology.
As DIGITAL and the industry
move forward in using the Internet
as an effective business tool, standards
are emerging that DIGITAL is helping to define. Future products are
being developed based on the standards and include features that allow
other companies, who may have very
different security strategies and policies, to take advantage of the Internet
in a secure and productive manner.
The model of research, product
development, and services working
together to deliver innovative, cuttingedge products and solutions that use
the ubiquity of the Internet to solve
real-world customer problems will
continue to expand DIGITAL's
Internet capabilities and offerings.
A cornerstone of the researchproduct-development-services model
is the talent and mind-set of the product engineering group. The advantage of keeping intact the core of the
Internet and AltaVista engineering
groups through the entire technological cycle that I present here has
enabled the engineers to react quickly
to changing requirements and market
conditions. The group has consistently
responded with two major product
releases per year and some minor
releases needed to satisfy a particular,
significant demand.
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As has been proven with these
products, the model that is good for
the company and for the customer
is one that includes
• Researchers incubating and
piloting the technology in
the labs
• Engineering groups rapidly prototyping and developing product
• Services groups developing a
repeatable solution for customers
DIGITAL will continue to move
technologies rapidly from research
through products and on to solutions,
thus accelerating the use of the
Internet as a mainstream business
tool and helping businesses take
advantage of the Internet and be
competitive in their own markets.

I
Kenneth F. Alden
Edward P. Wobber

The Altavista Tunnel:
Using the Internet to
Extend Corporate
Networks
The public Internet has become a low-cost
connection medium for joining remote employees or offices to a private intranet and for permitting impromptu high-speed connections
between business partners. This connectivity
is offset by a significant loss in security. The
Alta Vista Tunnel, a DIGITAL product, offers
secure network-level routing over Internet
connections by combining two well-known
networking technologies: tunneling and secure
channels. This paper discusses the design and
implementation of the Altavista Tunnel and
describes our experience in deploying the
product within DIGITAL.

The public Internet is fast becoming a ubiquitous and
inexpensive medium for connecting remote employees or offices to a private intranet or for permitting
impromptu high-speed connections between business
partners. This gain in connectivity is offset by a significant loss in security, however. The Internet is notorious for electronic break-ins and eavesdropping.
The AltaVista Tunnel, a DIGITAL product, offers
network-layer routing over secure Internet connections. This allows, for example, a mobile user to con nect securely to his or her corporate network using the
Internet. Similarly, a corporate network can employ
the AltaVista Tunnel to securely link remote offices
with Internet connections. Although our product uses
the Internet for packet transport, all traffic is encapsulated within cryptographically secured connections.
Because the AltaVista Tunnel is a network-layer
router, client applications can run without modification. Moreover, our product is firewall independent
and therefore can be used in concert with most common firewalls. The AltaVista Tunnel supports both
static connections to remote offices and intermittent
connections to single-user machines. Currently, implementations exist for the UNIX, Windows 95, and
Windows NT platforms.
In this paper, we begin with an overview of the benefits and pitfalls presented by using the Internet for
private network connectivity. Next, we describe the
design of the network protocol used by the AltaVista
Tunnel, with a particular focus on the security concerns
that led to this design. We then discuss how we implemented our design. Finally, we briefly describe our
experience deploying the tunnel product in a large corporate network, provide performance data, and discuss
some of the security risks this technology entails.
Overview

Before the Internet became pervasive, corporate networks were built from leased and dial-in telephone
lines. Such networks carried substantial costs for both
communications equipment and telephone service.
Usually, security relied on the inaccessibility of the
physical medium, and over the years, the risk of wiretap
has proved to be slight when compared to password
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cracking or other higher-level attack. The reason for
this is that most telephone systems are both proprietary
and centrally managed, and they are therefore not easy
to subvert in the large without a substantial budget.
The Internet brings opportunity and challenge to
the modern corporate network designer. Global connectivity makes it possible to replace expensive leased
lines and communications equipment with Internet
connections. However, such connections lack the
physical security of telephone lines. Furthermore,
direct connection to the Internet poses numerous,
well-documented security problems. Consequently,
many organizations find it necessary to isolate their
private networks behind firewalls-filtering routers
that place constraints on packets allowed to pass
between protected and public networks. The policy
decisions made in configuring firewalls always involve
a difficult trade-off between security and functionality.
Cryptography makes it possible to emulate most of
the properties of physically secure wire using Internet
connections. When encapsulated at a suitable protocol
level, cryptographically secured data can be allowed to
traverse firewalls without substantially weakening
security policy. However, the encapsulation protocol
must require no implicit trust in the router nodes and
links that make up the fabric of the insecure network.
To solve this problem, the protocol employed by
the AltaVista Tunnel uses a synthesis of two wellunderstood networking constructs: tunneling protocols1 and secure channels. 2
Protocol Design

In computer networks, tunneling is the act ofencapsulating one communications protocol within another.
For example, a DECnet-in-IP tunnel might transport
DECnet datagrams over an Internet Protocol (IP) network using IP datagrams. In this arrangement, IP
datagrams act only as a transport mechanism-there is
no need for the active nodes in the IP network to interpret or to manipulate the encapsulated DECnet packets. A tunnel alone, however, cannot guarantee that an

NE1WORKX

intermediate node ("man-in-the-middle") will not
intentionally read or modify the data portions of tunneled packets. To prevent such unwanted tampering,
we cryptographically secure encapsulated packets for
passage over the public network. Abstractly, data
passed over this secure channel appears once and
only once at the receiver as sent by the sender.
Furthermore, an attacker observing the public network cannot read this data. Thus, tunnel encapsulation ensures that private-network datagrams cannot
interact with the routing algorithms of the public network, whereas secure channels guarantee that the tunneled data arrive intact from an authenticated source
and that privacy is maintained.
Figure 1 depicts a secure tunnel in operation. Nodes
A and B are tunnel endpoints, that is, packet routers
that forward to and from tunneled routes. Node A
processes datagrams in private network X and determines which, if any, should be routed to private network Y. Node A then encapsulates all such datagrams
and sends them securely across its tunnel connection
to node B. Node B checks the integrity of each transmission and then decapsulates and forwards the
datagrams to network Y. The process is symmetric,
although this is not pictured.
These methods can be used to connect any sort of
private network; however, our product is specifically
designed to connect IP networks by tunneling IP datagrams. Given the dominance ofIP in the network marketplace, the choice of network type is easy. The choice
of protocol from which to construct tunnel connections is more difficult. There are three obvious candidates: IP, User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
Since IP is a network protocol, there is no notion of
port-level addressing. This implies that IP-in-IP tunnels must be implemented very close to the operating
system, and any multiplexing of tunnel connections
must be explicitly added. Since our goal was for our
tunneling product to be firewall and operating system
independent, we rejected IP in favor of a higher-level
protocol.

~
~
- NODEA

NODE B

I - - INTERNET ~
Figure 1
A Secure Tunnel in Operation
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The choice between UDP and TCP depends on
whether datagrams or byte streams best apply to tunneling. Since our application is inherently connection
oriented, TCP offers a natural fit, while any UDP
design must include an explicit means for reliable connection maintenance. In addition, byte streams eliminate constraints caused by packet boundaries, so
fragmentation and maximum size determination pose
few difficulties. Furthermore, byte streams enable
forms of cryptography and data compression that
would be awkward to implement using datagrams. Of
course this flexibility does not come without cost. TCP
adds an extra layer of reliable transmission, and perpacket headers are large.
The previous discussion lends no clear advantage to
either protocol option. We chose to implement the
AltaVista Tunnel using IP-in-TCP in order to simplify
firewall security policy. As shown in Figure 2 , a tunnel
connection usually traverses at least one firewall. In
practice, a tunnel virtual connection is composed of
several distinct TCP connections laid end-to-end.
Where TCP connections meet, there is a bidirectional
relay process that shuffles packets in either direction.
Such a relay service is included with most firewalls.3
We also offer an intelligent relay that participates in the
tunnel connection protocol and therefore allows more
flexibility in choosing destination endpoints.
By using TCP connections and relays, we minimize
the policy changes required to permit tunnel traversal.
All that is necessary is to enable TCP connections
between the tunnel endpoint, which is on the private
network, and the relay, which is just outside the firewall. (Note that relays are logically outside the firewall,
although they might be implemented on the firewall
machine.) Whether a generic or an intelligent relay is
used, firewall-traversal connections always originate
on a locally controlled network. Furthermore, TCP
connection requests are infrequent, and therefore
TCP traversals are more tractable to log at the firewall
than are datagrams. Although the firewall industry has
begun to develop standards for IP-in-IP tunnels,4-6 our
choice of IP-in-TCP gives us the clear advantage

that tunnel endpoints need not be packaged with
or dependent on a specific firewall implementation.
Eventually, the emerging standards will probably prevail for static tunnels; however, no standards exist for
transient (mobile) users and our solution remains
quite viable.
Implementation

As with many tunnel implementations,1 we provide
tunneling by tricking the operating system's routing
layer into forwarding packets to an emulated network
device. This device does not transmit packets directly,
but rather it encapsulates them as data within a higherlevel protocol. The AltaVista Tunnel implementation
contains three major components: the tunnel application, the protocol handler, and the pseudo-device driver. The main function of the tunnel application is to
interact with the user or system administrator and to
modify the system routing tables to make tunneled
routes available. This code also maintains a database of
acceptable partner endpoints and matching cryptographic keys. The protocol handler implements the
tunnel encapsulation protocol and all associated cryptography. The pseudo-device driver is responsible for
redirecting packets from the local IP stack to the
encapsulation protocol handler and vice versa.
Figure 3 shows how the components of the
AltaVista Tunnel cooperate to process tunneled IP
packets. The diagram depicts a single-user client and a
tunnel server. Although the same basic structure
applies to all tunnel endpoint software, there are substantial differences between single-user and server configurations, and between the UNIX and Wmdows
implementations. For example, the single-user version
usually runs only while the user is actively connected.
On the server side, the tunnel application is a daemon
process that continuously waits for connection requests
and services existing connections. The following three
sections discuss the individual system components in
detail and, where appropriate, point out the differences
between the various software configurations.

SINGLE-USER
TUNNEL

TUNNEL
SERVER

'INTERNET

I

PRIVATE
NETWORK

Figure 2

Tunnel with Intelligent Relay
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SINGLE-USER TUNNEL

TUNNEL SERVER

~ - - - -- - - USER
TUNNEL APPLICATION APPLICATIONS
PROTOCOL
HANDLER

----- --·,
IP STACK

PSEUDO-DEVICE

I

NETWORK
DEVICE

TUNNEL APPLICATION
PROTOCOL
HANDLER

IP STACK

PSEUDO-DEVICE

Y. • ,

INTERNET

~

• • • ..
PRIVATE NETWORK

KEY:
ENCRYPTED
UNENCRYPTED

Figure 3
System Components and Data Flow
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The Tunnel Application

Routing

The primary function of the tunnel application is to
present a user interface (UI). Although each instantiation of the user interface is slightly different, the function of the application remains the same. The
AltaVista Personal Tunnel '97, a single-user configuration, offers a straightforward graphical user interface
(GUI) (see Figure 4) that allows the user to register a
set of target tunnel servers, select from this set, and
then establish and tear down connections. The
emphasis is on simplicity. A tunnel connection may be
started from either a command line interface or the
GUI. Ifthe GUI is used to start a tunnel, the GUI window can be minimized and ignored until the end of
the tunnel session. The application logs all interesting
events, reflects current state through the user interface, and notifies the user of exceptional events. In this
configuration, only traffic from local applications is
directed over the tunnel, and no inbound tunnel connection requests are accepted.
In the server configuration, the tunnel application is
significantly more complicated. The primary function
of the server code is to restrict tunnel access to authorized clients. To achieve this, the server application is
also responsible for issuing cryptographic credentials
and maintaining an authorization database. In addition to accepting connections, a tunnel server is capable of initiating them. In the "workgroup" tunnel
configuration, two servers cooperate to maintain a
permanent connection, for example between a corporate network and a remote office local area network
(LAN). A tunnel server is a full-fledged router- its job
is to forward packets from the protected network into
the tunnel and vice versa. We offer servers for both the
UNIX and the Windows NT environments.

As mentioned in the Implementation section, our tunnel works by manipulation of the system routing table.
In some environments, such as Windows 95, there is
no fully integrated notion of packet routing ( sometimes called IP forwarding). However, there is support
for multiple network devices. Each network device has
a uniquely assigned IP address so that the IP stack can
determine which device to use when transmitting
packets. The AltaVista Tunnel pseudo-device appears
to the operating system as just another network
device. There is a one-to -one relationship between
tunnel connections and pseudo-devices. During connection establishment, the tunnel application activates
a pseudo-device and modifies the routing table to
include any newly reachable private network or networks. The application then restores the original state
upon termination of the connection.
The tunnel server is implemented in a richer routing
environment. Each server typically routes an entire IP
class-C subnetwork (254 addresses) but may support
partial subnetworks or multiple networks as well. A
tunnel server can maintain multiple connections, and
this is accomplished by assigning a different IP address
to each pseudo-device/tunnel connection. IP pseudodevice addresses at both ends of the tunnel are assigned
dynamically or statically from a pool of IP addresses
controlled by the server. The operating system, combined with a routing management program such as
gated,7 performs all necessary route propagation. As
discussed in the next section, each tunnel user can be
restricted to a specific set ofIP addresses. This approach
allows network managers to establish routing policy
based on user class. To obtain fine-grain control over
a given tunnel connection, the server can also run a
packet-filtering program such as screend8 to restrict the
IP protocols entering and exiting that tunnel.
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Key Management and Access Control

In practice, a secure channel protocol is only as strong
as the techniques it employs for naming and key distribution. In the AltaVista Tunnel system, we must name
both tunnel servers and human users. (Tunnel users
must be authenticated by name, not by IP address,
since many users acquire IP addresses dynamically from
their Internet service provider. ) Because no ubiquitous
infrastructure exists to support such a namespace, our
software currently assumes a flat, server-specific naming structure, much in the style of PGP. 9 We use RSA
public-key cryptography10 to establish secure connections. Each tunnel endpoint maintains a key file that
contains a sequence of names and matching public
keys-one (name, key) pair per potential destination.
Each key file also contains the password-encrypted private key of its maintainer. The key file is signed by this
private key to prevent tampering. Note that the compromise of any given (nonserver) key file does not
affect the security of other endpoints. Although we

could have obtained a similar result with symmetric key
encryption, we believe that the current design will
allow our system to scale up gracefully through the
addition of public key certification.
When a new user is registered, the tunnel server
generates a new RSA key and key file for that user. The
user's public key is inserted into the server's key file,
and conversely, the server's key is inserted into the
user's key file. To obtain enough randomness for key
generation, we carefully measure the elapsed time (in
machine instructions) to perform each of a sequence
of disk seeks. These results are then hashed to provide
a seed for a pseudorandom number generator. There is
substantial evidence that the air turbulence between
hard-disk heads and platters contributes sufficient randomness for such purposes. 11
Both single-user and server tunnel applications use
key files, and the credentials stored therein, as a minimum requirement for successful authentication and
authorization. Our server software places additional
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constraints on incoming connection requests. In addition to recording a new user's public key, tunnel
servers maintain a small set of tunnel configuration
parameters for each user. These parameters define the
range of IP address pairs that can be assigned to the
server and client pseudo-device, the set of network
routing entries that are passed from server to client at
tunnel formation, and the minimum level of encryption strength permitted for a tunnel connection.
Creating or initiating a tunnel connection can be a
complex task, considering the network path the tunnel
connection might traverse. This path can include two
intelligent relays, any number of generic TCP/IP
relays, and a final tunnel endpoint. Requiring the user
to remember such a path would have made the tunnel exceedingly difficult to operate. Therefore, the
AltaVista Tunnel stores this information in an external
configuration file. Each new user receives both a configuration file and a key file to initialize a newly
installed tunnel application. These files provide all the
data necessary to run the tunnel application-the user
need only press the connect button.
The Protocol Handler

The AltaVista Tunnel protocol handler is responsible
for establishing secure virtual connections between tunnel endpoints and for encapsulating and transmitting
redirected IP packets as data. These connections are virtual in that they are composed of several distinct TCP
connections joined by relays. Upon the establishment of
each new virtual connection, the tunnel endpoints
engage in a dialog to agree on security parameters for
that connection. For our purposes, a secure connection
must have at least the following properties:
• Authenticity- Data received over the channel originates at a known sender.
• Integrity- Data received over the channel cannot
be modified in transit.
• Exactly-once delivery-Each datum is received once
and only once.
• Privacy-An attacker may not learn the contents of
transmitted data by observing the network.
We use cryptography to provide these properties. As
discussed in the previous section, key files form the
long-term basis for trust between tunnel endpoints.
Prior to transmitting data, the parties must perform
mutual authentication and agree on a key length, a set
of cryptographic algorithms, and a shared encryption
key. It is important that keys be negotiated periodically, since this minimizes the benefit an attacker can
gain from breaking a specific key. In the current
AltaVista Tunnel, we perform the very simple key
exchange shown in Figure 5.2

IO
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1. A sends to B: A, B, {P,b}, K,, 1(S,)
2. B sends to A: B, A, {Pi,.}, K, 1(Sb)
A and B compute: P. = Best ( {P,b} " {Pi,, })
A and B compute: S = S, EB Sb
A and B compute: K = Reduce (Pk, S)
Figure 5
Tunnel Key Exchange Protocol

Figure 5 describes our key exchange protocol; K 1( )
signifies encryption with the public component of an
RSA key pair. Suppose tunnel nodes A and B wish to
share an encryption key. Both can determine their
partner's public key from their local key file. As shown
in Figure 5, node A invents a random number S,,
encrypts it with node B's public key, and sends it to
node B's network address. This message also includes
{P,b}, a set of proposed cryptographic algorithms and
key lengths that node A considers acceptable for communicating with node B. Upon receipt of message 1,
node B similarly constructs and sends response 2.
Now nodes A and B can choose Pk, a negotiated
choice of key length and algorithm, by intersecting
sets {P,b} and {Pb,} and then selecting the best available
option using an a priori ranking. Both parties can also
compute S, a shared key seed, by decryption and
exclusive OR. Finally, nodes A and B can produce a
shared key by reducing the shared seed to a key in a
manner specific to Pk. For simplicity, this protocol is
executed for every new connection, and by default, a
new connection is established every 30 minutes. This
technique guarantees that the active key is updated
frequently.
Our protocol succeeds because only node B can
decrypt message 1, and only node A can decrypt message 2. As a result, both parties can believe that K is
known only to each other. An intermediate node cannot control the negotiated key by intercepting message 1 and then retransmitting a modified version to
node B. (Note that this represents a denial-of-service
attack.) Both node A and node B, however, must take
some care in choosing their algorithm proposals. An
intermediate node can force the resultant connection
parameters P to be the weakest proposal jointly acceptable to both parties. This problem would be eliminated if messages 1 and 2 were cryptographically
signed at their origin.
Once the key exchange is complete, it is easy to see
how to achieve the essential properties of secure connections. We sign all transmitted data by appending
the output of a keyed hash function under K, where a
keyed hash function (such as the one described by

Krawcyzk et al. 12 ) is a cryptographic hash of data that
incorporates a shared secret. This signature guarantees
the authenticity of the data (more specifically, the
signer must know K) and ensures that any in-transit
modification will be detected. Once-only delivery is
guaranteed by including a monotonically increasing
sequence number in the keyed hash. Since TCP
sequence numbers are not secure, an attacker could
otherwise insert previously sent data into the data
stream. Finally, privacy is obtained by applying a symmetric cipher, such as the RC4 algorithm, 13 to all tunneled datagrams using K to initialize the keying
material. Note that since our transport is reliable, having no missing data or out-of-order delivery, it is easy
to use a stream cipher for this purpose. Similarly, compression state can be maintained over the lifetime of
a connection. This allows for efficient compression of
data prior to encryption, although we have yet to
implement this.
To implement virtual connection establishment and
data encapsulation, we segment the data stream into
typed command frames. Using these command frames,
we implement a straightforward protocol for relay
activation, connection establishment, key exchange,
data transmission, failure detection, and connection
teardown. Since the data stream is reliable, this protocol is quite simple. Moreover, the data carried by key
exchange packets is opaque from the point of view of
the connection protocol, and key exchange can
encompass multiple round-trips. Therefore, the basic
mechanism we use to establish tunnel connections
should support other forms of cryptographic credentials and negotiation as new standards for naming,
trust management, and key exchange emerge.
In the UNIX server, the protocol handler is implemented as part of the tunnel server daemon, which
runs in user space. In the Windows environment, we
found that tunneling could not be implemented in user
space. Under certain circumstances, the Windows file
system can perform remote operations while holding
critical system locks. Since the tunnel application cannot run while these locks are held, deadlock ensues.
Therefore, we implement the Windows protocol handler in kernel space, alongside the pseudo-device driver.
This approach also improves performance by eliminating the need to copy data to user space.
The Pseudo-Device Driver

In the AltaVista Tunnel, the pseudo-device driver's
sole purpose is to redirect outgoing IP packets to the
tunnel protocol handler and to reintroduce incoming
packets from the protocol handler to the IP stack.
Once the tunnel application has set up and authenticated a tunnel connection, it activates the pseudodevice driver to enable redirection of the tunnel
packets into and out of the connection. During activa-

tion, the IP stack recognizes the new network device
and updates the routing table to reflect any newly
available routes.
Because of differences in networking architectures,
the implementation of this driver is very simple on the
UNIX platform and quite complex on the Windows
95 and Window NT platforms. Our initial attempt to
implement the Windows pseudo-device emulated an
Ethernet LAN. This design became overly baroque
due to the need to emulate LAN services such as the
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP). 14 Recently, the
pseudo-device in AltaVista Tunnel '97 was redesigned
to closely resemble a dial-up network adapter, thereby
eliminating the need for LAN emulation. We describe
all these implementations in this section.
UNIX Pseudo-Device

On the UNIX platform, the pseudo-device driver is a
straightforward emulation of a network device. The
back end of this network device communicates with a
user-level process through a socket interface. The simplicity of this design comes from the fact that the UNIX
IP stack delivers packets to network devices without
additional encapsulation. Since the physical device layer
takes care of Ethernet Media Access Control (MAC)
encapsulation, the emulated network device does not
have to deal with complexities such as ARP 14 processing. The UNIX tunnel application uses the ifconfig
program to activate the pseudo-device, assign an IP
address to the device, and insert the address into the
routing table.
Windows Pseudo-Device

The first release of the Windows 95 tunnel pseudodevice was considerably more complex than its UNIX
counterpart. Under the Windows operating system,
most 32-bit network device drivers are implemented
using the Network Device Interface Specification. 15
This application programming interface (API) is tailored to handle physical devices, not abstract IP interfaces. In the Windows environment, the network stack
must have considerable knowledge of the physical network. For example, the stack must implement the
MAC protocols necessary to transmit a packet on a
supported medium. As a result, our initial implementation of a network pseudo-device emulated a complete Ethernet LAN, including a gateway host that
provides ARP and dynamic addressing services, as
shown in Figure 6.
Every Ethernet device has a unique hardware or
MAC address. When IP packets are sent over the
Ethernet, they are transmitted using these hardware
addresses. IP packets with a destination address off the
local LAN must be sent to a gateway host router
located on the LAN. The tunnel pseudo-device creates
an illusion of the complete LAN, including the gateway host, within the device driver and assigns the IP
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Control Flow in the Windows Pseudo-Device

address of the remote tunnel server pseudo-device to
this emulated host. The IP stack is fooled into believing
there are two nodes on the emulated network LANthe tunnel client, which provides the local node, and
the tunnel server as the gateway host to the real network or networks on the other side of the tunnel.
When the IP stack prepares to transmit a packet, it
must know the MAC address of the destination or the
gateway host. If the stack does not know the MAC
address, it transmits an ARP packet to the pseudodevice. The pseudo-device responds only to ARP
requests for the gateway host MAC address. To resolve
this ARP request, the driver includes the functionality
of an ARP server. Note that the MAC address must
be unique to prevent a conflict with the MAC address
of a real device. Clearly, no Ethernet device will ever
contain a MAC address of 08-00-2B-OO-OO-Ol or
08-00-2B-00-00-02, which are the first two Ethernet
addresses that Digital Equipment Corporation ever
assigned. In the AltaVista T unnel, the first of these
addresses always serves as the pseudo-device MAC
address; the second serves as the MAC address of the
gateway host.
12
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The network pseudo-device in AltaVista Tunnel '97
is simple by comparison. With help from Microsoft,
our implementation is now able to emulate a Windows
dial-up adapter rather than a LAN. Dial-up adapters
are treated specially by the Windows IP stack. No ARP
packets are directed at dial-up devices, only one emulated address must be maintained, and information
about gateways and dynamic IP addressing can be
supplied after link establishment. This, of course,
perfectly matches the tunnel's operating environment.
The control flow outlined in Figure 6 correctly
describes the operation of this new pseudo-device
implementation; however, as noted, ARP and dynan1ic
address emulation is no longer required.
Dynamic IP Address Binding

Each tunnel is uniquely identified by the IP addresses
assigned to the pseudo-device at each endpoint. The
tunnel server uses a separate pseudo-device for each
active tunnel. The tunnel server implementation could
have used a single IP address and pseudo-device for
multiple tunnels, because each client is unaware of any
other's existence. However, that would have required

additional routing complexity at the tunnel server. By
using unique address pairs, the routing tables on both
the client and server can be maintained easily without
platform-specific software. This design also permits
conventional packet filtering on the tunnel server. The
tunnel address space can be a valid, externally visible or
hidden network, thereby supplying an almost unlimited number of addresses.
To facilitate a very large number of registered users
for any given tunnel server, we implement dynamic
reuse of address pairs. Since dynamic addresses are
negotiated at connect time, we need to bind IP
addresses to pseudo-devices after tunnel connection
establishment. For the Windows platform, we use the
Transport Driver Interface (TDI) 16 from within the
pseudo-device driver to perform both dynamic
address assignment and routing table modification.
Performance and Experience
Tunneling does add overhead to data transmission.
This overhead falls into two categories. First, the
encapsulating TCP connection adds network overhead
by introducing an extra level of framing, plus any
acknowledgment and retransmission traffic that is
required to support reliable delivery. Second, cryptography adds to the per-packet processing cost, although
this does not generally become significant at low
speeds. More to the point, transmission of encrypted
data defeats the compression present in many modems.
The most significant performance impact is observed
when using the Telnet protocol. Because this protocol
sends few characters per packet, the encapsulation overhead is quite high. In addition, the overall network path
between Telnet client and server can be long enough to
make character echoing sluggish. Remember that the
round-trip network path may pass through at least two
tunnels, a firewall, and potentially several other routers.
Thus, to properly support interactive applications, it is
essential to choose an Internet path so as to minimize
the round-trip latency to the destination network.
The performance is considerably better for nonin teractive applications such as File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) or Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) where
packets are usually filled to capacity. To prevent IP
packet fragmentation, the tunnel pseudo-device
reduces the maximum transmission unit size by the
amount of the encapsulation overhead. For full packets, the encapsulation overhead is less than 5 percent.
We have observed a peak rate for tunneled FTP file
transfers as high as 6.4 megabits per second. This measurement was performed over an unloaded switched
Ethernet between a 200-megahertz (MHz) Pentium
Pro client running Windows NT version 4.0 and a
300-MHz DIGITAL AlphaServer system running
DIGITAL UNIX version 3.2. In this case, the FTP client
and server programs ran on the tunnel endpoint

machines. Without using the tunnel, the same configuration produced throughput averaging 8.8 megabits
per second. This translates to a tunnel throughput efficiency of about 73 percent. In both tests, processor
usage never exceeded 50 percent.
In another test, we used two 150-MHz AlphaServer
systems running DIGITAL UNIX version 3.2 as tunnel
endpoints. This tunnel was used to route between two
Pentium 166-MHz processors running Windows 95
and LapLink, a popular remote access program for
portable PCs. 17 Tunneled file transfers between these
computers (with LapLink compression turned off)
averaged only 15 percent slower than transfers without
the tunnel. Thus, by using the UDP-based LapLink
protocol, we were able to achieve a substantially better
tunnel throughput efficiency than that reported for
FTP. As before, processor usage never exceeded 50
percent. From these simple tests we conclude that tunnel performance is not limited by CPU speed but
instead by the networking environment and payload
protocol. We also believe that TCP/IP window size
may play a role in limiting tunnel throughput.
The cost of cryptography at the client is not a serious performance issue. A 133-MHz Pentium processor can compute RC4 at more than 25 megabits per
second and keyed hashes at twice that speed. The cost
of server cryptography is mitigated by the fact that
most client traffic is bounded by low link speeds and
that servers typically run on fast machines.
Digital Equipment Corporation is using the
AltaVista Tunnel product to support its mobile workforce and telecommuters. Previously, the company
used wide-area, dial-up telephone lines at extremely
favorable rates, but more than 30 percent of the IP
traffic that used this service had a destination address
outside the company. This meant that the company
was acting as an Internet service provider (ISP) and
was doing so at long-distance rates! A short-term evaluation revealed that users who remotely connected to
the company network for more than 10 hours per
month would achieve substantial cost savings by con necting through a public ISP and using the AltaVista
Tunnel. Local calls are still directly dialed to remote
access servers (RAS) located in areas where employee
density is highest. In an early pilot, the top 100 RAS
users were offered ISP accounts and access using the
AltaVista Tunnel. The reduction in monthly telephone costs was dramatic-enough to fund each of
the users' ISP accounts for more than a year! In addition, many of these telecommuters can now use
higher-speed options such as cable modems or
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) to connect to the public network, yielding an overall higherspeed connection into the company than using
traditional directly dialed 28.8 Kbps modem access.
At the time of this writing, more than 2,000
DIGITAL employees worldwide use the AltaVista
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Tunnel in their daily work. We have observed that a
single tunnel server can handle at least 125 concurrent
users, although the average number of active users is
much smaller. In fact, the ratio of active to registered
users rarely exceeds 1 to 10. Currently, DIGITAL
offers its employees three tunnel access points within
the United States and is planning to deploy additional
tunnels overseas.
Security Risks

Products like the AltaVista Tunnel are not risk free .
The most obvious risks have to do with cryptography.
Cryptographic security is never absolute. One can only
hope to keep the cost of mounting an attack high
when compared to the value of a successful attack.
Thus, any sensible application of cryptography must
be well ahead of any expected attackers in terms of key
length and algorithm strength. Barring fundamental
change in the science of cryptography, prudent engineering is sufficient to provide this advantage. Since
our implementation does not mandate a specific algorithm or key size, the strength of our product's cryptography can improve over time.
As discussed earlier, the tunnel encapsulation protocol protects against many common threats such as
eavesdropping, impersonation, replay, and man-inthe-middle attacks. Denial-of-service attacks such as
flooding a tunnel server with connection requests
remain a problem, however, especially since connection request processing is compute intensive. Newer
key exchange protocols, for example, Oakley, 18 preface
such costly operations with exchanges ofrandom val ues that then identify subsequent messages. This technique defeats simple flooding attacks by allowing the
server to control the rate at which identifiers are
issued. Our product might benefit from this approach,
although the benefit would come at the cost of an
additional network round-trip.
Attacks on password-protected key files are a greater
concern, especially since laptop computers can easily be
stolen. If accessed directly, many password-protected
containers are subject to dictionary attack, and key files
are no exception. If an attacker succeeds in compromising a key file, the attacker can masquerade as the key
file's owner. The fact that users are often careless in
choosing passwords exacerbates this problem.
Of course, tunnel servers must be carefully protected.
A tunnel server not only holds valuable keying information but also enjoys special privileges for firewall traversal. An attacker who can compromise such a machine
can compromise an entire network. Therefore, tunnel
servers should be handled as carefully as firewalls.
Perhaps the greatest threat posed by IP tunneling is
that it extends the perimeter of any firewall it traverses.
Because the tunnel traffics in encrypted IP packets,
auditing at the firewall is difficult. In addition, there
14
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are subtle problems that arise from routine use of
remotely connected machines. In the single-user tunnel, we disallow the forwarding of packets not originating on the local machine, but by definition, this
cannot be the case for tunnel servers. Consider what
happens if a telecommuter uses a tunnel server on his
or her home LAN to access a corporate network. T he
home LAN is then automatically part of the corporate
network. Now suppose that a housemate similarly
connects to another private network from a machine
on the same home LAN. This configuration could
allow unintended routing between two private networks! Real-time routing is not the only risk. A computer that is exposed to the raw Internet or to a hostile
corporate network could become infected with a virus
or Trojan horse program that becomes active only
upon tunnel connection establishment.
All these threats are real; however, the benefits to be
gained from tunneling are substantial. Any policy that
involves the deployment of IP tunnels should carefully
counterbalance these risks and benefits. At the very
least, machines that use tunneling, especially if IP forwarding is enabled, should be more carefully managed
than those directly connected to protected networks.
Summary

The AltaVista Tunnel was jointly prototyped by
researchers at two DIGITAL laboratories, the
Cambridge Research Laboratory and the Systems
Research Center. The prototype effectively demonstrated that the Internet could be used to reduce
telecommuting costs, and within a year, it had grown
into a DIGITAL product. 19 Since that time, the
AltaVista Tunnel product has evolved to offer support
for a variety of client and server platforms, as well as
improved performance and enhanced cryptography.
The AltaVista Tunnel is an effective tool for extending corporate networks. By combining tunnels and
secure channels, it allows Internet access to supplant
leased telephone lines without substantial loss of
security. Our deployment of this technology within
DIGITAL has cut costs dramatically without substantially affecting network performance. We expect that
secure tunneling will play an important role in servicing the telecommuters of the future.
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J. Mark Smith

Protecting a Private
Network: The Altavista
Firewall

Connecting an organization's private network
to the Internet offers many advantages but also
exposes the organization to the threat of an
electronic break-in. The Altavista Firewall 97 for
DIGITAL UNIX protects a private network from
malicious attack or casual infiltration by screening all internetwork communication. It enforces
the organization's network security policy so
that only allowed network traffic can cross the
firewall. When installed on a dual- or multihomed host, the Altavista Firewall applies the
principle "that which is not expressly permitted is
denied" and uses patented technology to screen
each IP packet that attempts to cross it. A highly
flexible access control grammar and a comprehensive reporting and alarm system enable the
Alta Vista Firewall to detect and react to harmful
or dangerous events. The Altavista Firewall also
includes an HTML-based user interface to ease
configuration and management of the firewall.

Sean G. Doherty
Oliver J. Leahy
Dermot M. Tyn~

The advent of electronic commerce as a means of conducting business globally has resulted in an increasing
number of organizations connecting their internal
private networks to the Internet. Most users of the
Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) view the
technologies involved as leading edge, but many are
unaware that the foundations on which these technologies are built are quite old.
The Transmission Control Protocol and Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP) were first developed in 1979 . The
primary focus then was to ensure reliable communications between groups of networks connected by computers acting as gateways. 1 At that time, security was not
an issue because the size of this Internet was small and
most of the users knew each other. The base technologies used to construct this network contained many
insecurities, most of which continue to exist today. 2•3
Due to a number of well-reported attacks on private
networks originating from the Internet, security is
now a primary concern when an organization connects to the Internet. 4 Organizations need to conduct
their business in a secure manner and to protect their
data and computing resources from attack. Such needs
are heightened as businesses link geographically distant parts of the organization using private networks
based on TCP/IP.
An organization implementing a secure network
must first develop a network security policy that specifies the organization's security requirements for their
Internet connection. A network security policy specifies what connections are allowed between the private
and external networks and the actions to take in the
event of a security breach. A firewall placed between
the private network and the Internet enforces the
security policy by controlling what connections can be
established between the two networks. All network
traffic must pass through the firewall, which ensures
that only permitted traffic passes and is itself immune
to attack and penetration.
This paper comprises two parts. The first part provides an overview of firewalls, describes why an organization needs a firewall, and reviews the different types
of firewalls. The second part focuses on the AltaVista
Firewall 97 for the DIGITAL UNIX operating system.
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It discusses the product's requirements and describes
its architecture. It then describes the important aspects
of the product's implementation. Finally, future enhancements for the AltaVista Firewall are discussed.
Firewall Overview

Any organization that connects to the Internet should
implement an appropriate mechanism to protect the
private network against intrusion from the external
network and to control the traffic that passes between
the two networks. The mechanism used depends on
the value of the asset being protected and the impact
of damage or loss to the business involved. Typical
reasons for using a firewall to protect a private network
include the following:
• To prevent unauthorized external users from accessing computing resources on the internal private
network. This is necessary because it is extremely
difficult and costly to attempt to secure all the hosts
within a private network.
• To control internal user access to the external network
to prevent the export of proprietary information.
• To avoid the negative public relations impact of a
break-in.
• To provide a dependable and reliable connection to
the Internet, so that employees do not implement
their own insecure private connections.
A firewall is a device or a collection of devices that
secures the connection between a private, trusted network and another network. All the traffic between
these two networks must pass through the firewall;
this enables the firewall to control the traffic. The firewall permits only authorized traffic to pass between
the two networks. The organization's network security policy defines what traffic is authorized. The firewall is immune to attack and penetration and provides
a reliable and dependable connection between the two
networks. It also provides a single point of presence for
the organization when, for example, connecting to a
public network such as the Internet.
The fundamental role of a firewall is to provide a control mechanism for the IP traffic between two connected
networks. Firewalls provide two types of controls and are
categorized either as packet-filtering (packet-screening)
or application-level implementations.
Packet-filtering or packet-screening firewalls control whether individual packets are forwarded or
denied based on a set of rules. 5 These rules specify the
action to take for packets whose header data matches
the rule criteria. Typically, a rule specifies source and
destination IP addresses and ports and the packet type
(for example, TCP and User Datagram Protocol
[UDP]). The actions are usually to allow or deny the
packet. Packet-filtering firewalls provide a basic level of
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control over traffic at the IP level. The majority of firewalls of this type are custom-configured routers.
Application-level firewalls disable packet forwarding
and provide application gateways (also known as proxies
or relays) for each protocol that can cross the firewall.
The application gateway relays traffic that crosses the
firewall. It can impose protocol-specific and userspecific controls on each connection and can record all
operations performed by the user of the connection.
This type of gateway therefore allows an organization to
control ( 1) which individuals can establish a connection,
(2) when a user can establish a connection, and ( 3) what
operations a user can perform. It also keeps a record
of the session for tracking and reporting purposes.
Most application-level firewalls are dual- or multihomed hosts that run a modified operating system and
special-purpose software to implement the firewall.
These two approaches to implementing a firewall
can be compared, using the following criteria:
• Operating philosophy
• Level of control over connections
• Level of logging and reporting
• Ease of use
• Flexibility
• Ease of administration and configuration
• Private network information made available
Operating Philosophy

The operating philosophy that a firewall implements is
the fundamental element of the security of the network
connection. For maximum security, firewalls must
apply the principle "that which is not expressly permitted is denied." That is, unless the firewall permits a connection, that connection is not allowed. Many packet
filters allow any connection that is not expressly prohibited (screend is an important exception). 6 •7
Packet filters are unsuitable for use as a firewall
because they require the operator to specify carefully
what traffic is allowed and what is denied. Applicationlevel firewalls are specifically designed to implement
this philosophy, so that each application gateway
allows only those connections specified by its configuration and denies all other connections by default.
Level of Control over Connections

Application -level firewalls allow a significantly greater
level of control over who can establish a connection and
what operations can be performed over that con nection. For example, a File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
application gateway, with the assistance of a user
authentication system, can identify a user who wishes to
establish a connection and can control what FTP operations that user performs. For example, the gateway can
permit GET operations and deny PUT operations.

Packet filters can only support host-level control over
who can establish a connection, with no restrictions on
the individuals who can connect and what operations can
be performed once a connection has been established.
Level of Logging and Reporting

Typical packet filters provide basic data logging, and
where there is the ability to log traffic, the information
available is at the packet level. This makes it difficult to
identify and track individual connections when many
take place at the same time. No information is available
on what operations were performed during a connection. Reporting information is limited to counts of
packets passed and dropped and other relatively useless traffic statistics.
Application-level firewalls can log data on each connection. They can identify the individuals who establish connections and what operations they perform.
Reports can then list what connections an individual
established, what operations were performed, and
when they were performed. This facilitates monitoring
and maintaining the security of the installation.
Ease of Use

Packet filters tend to be easier to use because they are
effectively transparent for those connections that are
permitted. Application-level firewalls often require the
user to connect first to the firewall host, and then to
their destination on the other network. Recently,
transparent application gateways have been developed
to address this issue.
When support is needed for a new protocol, it is
much easier to reconfigure a packet filter than to
develop and distribute a new application gateway. For
this reason, users behind an application-level firewall
may become frustrated when they cannot connect to
the latest Internet developments.
Flexibility

Flexibility is important for systems integrators con structing custom network security solutions for large
organizations and for those involved in electronic
commerce. It is important that the individual firewall
components can be configured directly.
Ease of Configuration and Administration

The ease with which an individual can configure and
administer a firewall is becoming more important as
firewalls are used in organizations that do not possess
a high level of technical knowledge. Packet filters are
essentially simple but often have a complex rule syntax
that makes the task of correctly configuring a packet
filter quite difficult. User interfaces could help with
the task of configuration, but an expert is usually
needed to set up a packet filter properly, because the
order of the packet-filtering rules significantly affects
the security of the installation.

Application-level firewalls suffer the same disadvantage. The more sophisticated products on the market
provide comprehensive user interfaces that guide the
user through the task of configuring the firewall, assist
in the selection of the appropriate setting for each
application gateway, and provide comprehensive firewall management functions.
Private Network Information Made Available

If information about the private network and the hosts
that are on it is available to the external network, an
attacker may be able to use this information to subvert
the system. Packet filters generally do not hide much
information from the outside, which increases the risk of
a break-in. Application-level firewalls usually appear to
be an end node instead of a router to another network;
therefore, they can significantly reduce the amount of
information that is made available to a potential attacker.
Altavista Firewall Requirements

This section discusses the functional requirements for
firewalls and reviews the product requirements that
apply to the AltaVista Firewall.
Functional Requirements

The major functional requirement of a firewall is that it
protects a private network from unauthorized external
access. A firewall itself must be resistant to subversion and
must also ensure that other, less secure hosts within the
private network cannot be subverted by an external host.
A firewall must provide a central location for
controlling network traffic and for implementing an
organization's network security policy for its external
network connection. Because many Internet-based services are inherently insecure, a firewall must provide an
organization with the means to disable some services and
restrict others in accordance with their security policy.
It is also critical that the firewall logs all network traffic, so that a record is retained of all connections established between the private and external networks.
Support for the management and retention of network
traffic logs is also required to assist tracking of potential
and actual break-ins and other security-related activity.
A firewall must be reliable so that users are not
inconvenienced by sudden losses of connectivity. As
the Internet becomes another means of conducting
business, an organization's firewall must ensure that
loss of service due to security lapses or other failures is
minimized. It must also provide a point of presence for
an organization on the Internet.
A firewall must be easy to use. Historically, firewall
administrators were required to have in-depth knowledge oflnternet protocols; they constructed their firewalls manually. Today's organizations find it difficult
to obtain the necessary expertise; they require that
their firewall be easy to configure and manage, withDigital Technical Journal
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out sacrificing quality of security and service. Users
also require protection without modifying their usage
of the Internet. They expect the firewall to protect
them without obstructing their work. A firewall must
be as transparent as possible to users establishing connections between the private and external networks.

• The performance of the firewall is an important
concern. Application gateways must run as daemons to improve performance and avoid process
start-up delays.
• It must be possible for engineers in the field to
extend the functionality of the AltaVista Firewall
without requiring code changes to the product.

Product Requirements

In addition to firewall products, DIGITAL also offers a
custom firewall installation service as part of its network services. The AltaVista Firewall has some of its
origins in technology developed for systems integra tion engineers constructing custom firewall solutions
for large customers. These engineers continue to build
custom solutions using the AltaVista Firewall to provide the basic firewall technology. The AltaVista
Firewall must also be designed to accommodate the
needs of integrators delivering custom firewalls.
As described above, there are two types of firewall.
Typically, filter-based firewalls perform better. Most
detailed product evaluations compare the performance of the products under review, so the AltaVista
Firewall must equal or better the performance of its
leading competitors.
Most firewalls require that the administrator log on
to the host at the console-remote logins are not
enabled for security reasons. However, as organizations centralize their network management operations, a key requirement for the AltaVista Firewall is to
provide secure remote management functionality.
The AltaVista Firewall must itself be secure, and
the host it is installed on must also be secure. It is
a product requirement that, while being installed, the
product secures the operating system against attack.

The AltaVista Firewall comprises the following three
major components:
• The graphical user interface (GUI) provides the
functionality for the user to configure and manage
the firewall and manages the configuration files that
specify how the firewall will operate.
• The application gateways and support daemons
provide the network security specified by the con figuration files.
• The kernel is hardened and modified to provide the
extra security functionality required for the firewall's operation.
The Graphical User Interface

The GUI is based on a set of hypertext markup language (HTML) template files, computer graphic interface (CGI) scripts, and an HTML browser. It is
menu-driven and guides the user through the configuration and management of the firewall. The design of
the GUI involved many trade-offs between simplicity
of the UI and access to the firewall functionality. We
often chose to maintain the simplicity of the UI at the
expense of functionality for two reasons:
1. We must protect unskilled installers from installing
the firewall in an insecure manner.

Altavista Firewall Architecture

2. Skilled installers must still have access to the functionality through the configuration files.

This section describes the constraints that applied to the
design of the AltaVista Firewall. It then introduces the
major product components and summarizes the main
functions they provide. Then it lists the steps taken to
establish a connection through an application gateway.
The following constraints were applied to the
design of the AltaVista Firewall:

The CGI scripts are written in the C language and use
a set of HTML templates to generate the GUI pages.
Few static pages are used, so the firewall can be modified in the field to add more application gateways,
authentication methods, alarms, and alarm actions.
Because the GUI is HTML-based, it can be ported
easily to any platform that supports an HTML browser.

• In every design decision, the security of the firewall
The Kernel

must be the primary concern.
• The basic installation and use of the firewall must
be simple and must be guided by a simple user
interface.
• All firewall component functionality must be configured using text-based configuration files so that
systems integrators can install custom solutions.
These files must be consistent across platforms, so
that the same set of configuration files can be used
on different platforms to configure heterogeneous
firewalls.
20
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The DIGITAL UNIX kernel has been hardened to
protect the firewall host and modified to add function ality required by the firewall. The following modifications were made to the kernel to improve security and
to support the operation of the firewall:
• Two mechanisms have been added for protection
against routing attacks.
We added two mechanisms to the kernel to prevent
attackers from using routing information to launch
an attack through the firewall. The first mechanism

allows the firewall to be configured to ignore
requests for it to change its routing tables. These
requests come in the form of Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) redirect messages,2 which
the firewall ignores. The second mechanism allows
the firewall to be configured to drop all IP packets
that have source routing options set in the packet
header. Source routing can force a packet to take a
specified route through the Internet and is not normally used. IP packets with source routing options
specified are considered to be evidence of an attack,
so it is valid for the firewall to ignore these packets.8
• Interface access filtering has been implemented to
prevent IP spoofing.
Interface access filtering provides a mechanism to
specify what IP packets are to be accepted on a
particular network interface. The source address for
each packet is inspected and compared against a
filter list. The packet is passed through to the kernel
or dropped, depending on the corresponding filter
list action. This provides the ability to prevent
attackers on the external network from forging IP
packets so that they appear to come from trusted
hosts on the private network.8
• Interface trust group support has been implemented to support packet filtering.
Trust group support provides a mechanism to specify a color for a network interface. When a packet
arrives on a given interface, the kernel marks the
packet with the color of the interface. The application gateways and the packet-filtering daemon can
use this information to apply filtering rules to allow
or deny the packet.
• Transparent proxy support has been implemented
to support transparent application gateways. Kernel
support for transparent proxying is described in the
section on Packet Filtering.
The Firewall

The main functionality of the firewall is provided by
the application gateways that provide connection services to users on each side of the firewall. A number of
daemons also implement common services to support
the operation of the application gateways. These daemons are described here:
• screend: The packet-screening daemon provides packet
filtering and transparent proxying functionality.

• dnsd: The name service daemon provides the
Domain Name Service (DNS) to the application
gateways and to the users of the firewall.
• fwcond: The firewall control daemon monitors the
application gateway and support daemons that
must run on the firewall and restarts any that stop
operating.
In addition to these support daemons, the following
statically linked libraries provide common services to the
application gateways and the other firewall components:
• The access control list (ACL) library allows or
denies access to clients based on the appropriate
access control list.
• The firewall logging (fwlog) library provides a uniform logging format for all firewall components.
This library also provides the interface between the
other firewall components and the alarm daemon.
The main features of the application gateways, support daemons, and libraries are described in more
detail below. Figure 1 and the following steps show
how these components interact when a network con nection is established through an application gateway.
1. The application gateway receives the connection

request.
2. The application gateway sends requests to the name
service (dnsd) to get the host name of the client and
the host name or IP address of the server.
3. When the application gateway gets all the information available to it from the name service, it
sends a request to the ACL system to ask whether
to allow the connection. At this stage, the gateway
does not have an authenticated name for the user
attempting to connect, so it asks the ACL system
whether unknown users are allowed to make the
requested connection.
4. If the connection is allowed, the application gateway makes a connection with the server. Data can
now flow between the client and the server
through the firewall. The gateway also generates a
log message for the connection.
5. If the connection is denied by the ACL system, it
is still possible that the connection is allowed for
certain users, so the application gateway prompts
the user for a user identifier so that it can be
authenticated.

• alarmd: The alarm daemon provides logging and
alarm functionality to the application gateways and
other firewall components.

6. The user specifies an identifier to the application
gateway. The gateway sends a request to the
authentication service (authd) to authenticate the
user and initiates an authentication sequence.

• authd: The authentication service daemon provides user authentication services to the application gateways.

7. The authentication service responds to the application gateway with a challenge for the user. The
gateway displays the challenge to the user.
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Figure 1

Interaction between Application Gateway, Support Daemons, and Libraries

8. The user uses this challenge to generate a response.
The user then enters this response. This is passed
by the application gateway back to the authentication service. The authentication service uses the
response to authenticate the user and confirms or
denies that the user is authenticated to the gateway.
If the identifier specified is unknown, the authentication service fakes an authentication sequence and
then denies authentication. When authentication is
denied, the authentication service logs an event
that may result in an alarm being triggered.
9. If the user is authenticated successfully, the application gateway sends another request to the ACL
system, this time with the additional information
of the authenticated user identifier.
10. Ifthe connection is denied, the application gateway
logs an event, which may result in an alarm being
triggered. The user can try to authenticate again.
11. If the connection is allowed, the application gateway logs a message specifying that the connection
has been accepted and makes a connection with
the server. The client and server may now
exchange data.
12. When either the client or the server terminates the
connection, the application gateway logs two
messages: one specifies that the connection has
terminated, and another reports statistics such as
duration and amount of data exchanged.
Packet Filtering

The AltaVista Firewall for the DIGITAL UNIX operating system provides both application-level and packet-
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filtering functionality. Packet-filtering functionality is
provided by the well-known packet screening daemon, screend,6 •7 which is shipped with DIGITAL
UNIX. The AltaVista Firewall replaces the standard
DIGITAL UNIX version of screend with a modified
version that extends its packet-filtering functionality
and provides support for transparent proxying. This
section provides an overview of how screend operates
as part of the packet routing in a dual- or multi-homed
host. It then outlines why a firewall requires transparent proxying and describes how screend is used to
implement transparent proxying.
Screend is a daemon that runs in user space. It examines every IP packet that is being forwarded by a firewall and decides whether that packet should be
forwarded or dropped. Screend bases its decision on a
set of filter rules specified in a configuration file that
it reads at start-up. When an IP packet is received
by a DIGITAL UNIX host, the first check that the
DIGITAL UNIX kernel performs is whether or not the
packet is destined for this host. Ifthe packet is destined
for another host, then most hosts discard the packet.
However, a DIGITAL UNIX host can be configured
(by using iprsetup to switch on ipforwarding) to route
packets that are destined for other hosts. This is useful
when hosts that are not on the same physical network
need to communicate. In this case, a number of
routers must exist between the communicating hosts
that can pass packets from one physical network to
another. These routers have at least two network interfaces, as shown in Figure 2. The router can then be
configured to pass packets between the networks on
each of its interfaces. In Figure 2, for example, if the

NETWORK A

' '

ROUTING
GATEWAY

NETWORK B

'

100.0.0.1

100.0.0.2

200.0.0.1

\

200.0.0.2

Figure 2

Routing Packets between Networks

host on network A with address 100.0.0.1 wants to
send a packet to a host on network B, the packet is
initially sent to the routing host. The router receives
the packet on interface 100.0.0.2. The routing software in the kernel then sends the packet to the host on
network B.
When a DIGITAL UNIX machine with ipforwarding switched on receives a packet that is not destined
for itself the packet is passed to a forwarding module
in the kernel. This module decides whether the packet
can be forwarded and what network interface to send
it to. When screend is running on the host, a third
operation is inserted after the host has decided that the
packet is not for itself and before the packet is sen~ to
the forwarding module. This intermediate funcaon
sends the packet to the screend process, which decides
whether the host is allowed to forward the packet,
based on its set of rules. If screend rejects the packet, it
is discarded. If screend accepts the packet, it is sent to
the forwarding module as normal.
The AltaVista Firewall is primarily an application
gateway firewall. This means that all hosts interacting
with the firewall route packets to the application gateways on the firewall. The application gateway then
opens a connection to the remote service if the
requested connection is allowed. Because the firewall
never has to forward packets, IP forwarding could be
switched off at the firewall, and screend need not run.
If a user attempts to connect to a server on the other
side of a firewall, however, the user must understand
that the application gateway is present. Instead of connecting directly to the server wanted, the user must
first connect to the firewall and then request an application gateway to establish a connection to the remote
server. This can be especially awkward with some
GUI -based clients.
Transparent proxying was developed to overcome
this problem. When an application gateway that supports transparent proxying is running on the firewall,
the user can make what appears to be a direct connection to the remote server. In reality, the connection
from the client machine is routed through the firewall,
which intercepts the connection and redirects the

packet to the appropriate gateway. Then, if the gateway allows the connection, it builds a new connection
between the firewall and the server. From the user's
perspective, the firewall is transparent and has played
no part in the establishment of the connection.
However, the gateway processes all the user's requests.
When a connection is made by a transparent gateway
between a client and a server, two TCP connections
exist. The first is between the client machine and the
firewall. The client host address and the server host
address are the source and destination addresses of
packets on this connection. The second TCP connection is between the firewall and the server host. The
firewall and server host address are the source and destination addresses of packets on this connection.
The AltaVista Firewall uses screend to implement
transparent proxying. To do this, changes were made
to the DIGITAL UNIX kernel and to the screend application. The most significant change to screend was to
add a third option to how screend deals with a packet.
Although the standard screend implementation can
only accept or reject packets, the implementation of
screend that is shipped with the AltaVista Firewall can
also proxy a packet. In this case, the packet is not passed
on to the IP forwarding module in the DIGITAL
UNIX kernel on the firewall. Instead, the kernel sets a
flag in the packet to indicate that it is being proxied,
and the packet is sent back into the IP input module.
When the IP input module detects that the packet
is being proxied, it treats the packet as if it were
addressed to itself, and passes the packet to its own
TCP input module. This then passes the packet on to
the application gateway that is listening on the appropriate port. The application gateway determines what
the intended destination for the packet is and, subject
to the access control specified for the gateway, creates
a new connection to the requested server.
Screend imposes an overhead on packet forwarding.
Most of this overhead occurs because of the need for a
system call from screend to deal with every packet traversing the AltaVista Firewall. The designers of the
AltaVista Firewall decided that this overhead would
seriously degrade performance, and a cache for screend
was implemented in the DIGITAL UNIX kernel. This
cache maintains the ways in which screend deals with
most open connections, so that only new connections
suffer the overhead of a system call from screend.
Screend can also be used as a packet filter for connections to pass through the firewall at the IP level.
Packet-screening routers are not as safe as application
gateways, so the AltaVista Firewall does not use
screend to filter packets through the firewall and does
not provide a feature in the user interface to configure
screend. Experienced firewall administrators, however,
can configure screend to allow IP-level connections to
pass across the firewall when they need to support protocols for which application gateways are not available.
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Application Gateways

As previously stated, the AltaVista Firewall is primarily
an application gateway firewall. As the name implies,
application gateways operate in user space at the application layer of the open system interconnection (OSI)
model, controlling the traffic between directly connected networks. A separate gateway listens on the
appropriate TCP/UDP port on the firewall for each
protocol that the firewall relays. This approach provides a high level of control over all major TCP/IP
services and allows extensive logging, neither of which
packet-filtering techniques can provide. For example,
it is possible to allow only authenticated users to copy
files, using FTP, out of a private network using the
FTP PUT command, while also allowing anyone to
copy files from external servers into the private network using the FTP GET command. This high level of
control is also apparent in the log files, which show the
source and destination addresses (both in IP format
and as a fully qualified domain name [FQDN]), as well
as the commands executed, names of files transferred,
and the number of bytes transferred in each direction
across the firewall.
By default, the AltaVista Firewall is configured without any screend packet filter rules that might allow network traffic to cross the firewall at the IP level. Therefore,
traffic traveling in both directions must be directed to
the firewall where it will be relayed by the appropriate
application gateway. This highlights another significant
advantage of application-level firewalls-the ability to
perform network address hiding. This allows customers
to use RFC 1918 (Address Allocation for Private
Internets)9 addresses on their internal network, since the
gateway hides the IP addresses of the hosts on the private
network inside the firewall .
Historically, application-level firewalls performed
poorly, because a new process was forked to handle each
connection. For FTP and Telnet, this is not a serious
issue; however, with Web traffic, a single URL request
may result in numerous other requests for in-line images.
The overhead involved in forking a new process for each
connection is not acceptable. The application gateways
used in the AltaVista Firewall have been designed to
address this limitation, without sacrificing security.
Each application gateway is implemented using a single process to handle all connections. To process each
connection, the gateway multiplexes between open I/0
file descriptors using the select() system call, performing
nonblocking reads and writes, and buffering all data
until it can be passed on to the client or server. This nonblocking functionality allows the gateway to handle
other connections without having to wait for the
client/server to process the data already sent to it, or to
wait for the name service daemon or the authentication
service daemon to return with a response.
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This requires that each of the support daemons,
such as the alarm daemon, the name service daemon,
and the authentication service daemon, must also
process requests from the application gateways without
blocking. This design resulted in significant improvements in performance and in memory usage.
Performance has also been improved by caching name
service lookups in the name service daemon.
Independent tests have demonstrated that the
AltaVista Firewall 97 performs better than packet-filter
firewalls, even at Fast Ethernet speeds. 10
The AltaVista Firewall currently provides the following application-level gateways:
• WWW (including Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), gopher, FTP, and secure socket layer
(SSL) forwarding)
• Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
• FTP
• Telnet
• RealAudio/RealVideo
• SQL*Net
• Finger
• Generic TCP
• Generic UDP
Web traffic comprises the majority of activity on
a typical firewall. The WWW application gateway
includes specific functionality for
• Blocking Java class files to protect users
• URL filtering to deny access to certain Web sites
• Caching Web documents to improve performance
Alarm System

The AltaVista Firewall uses a dedicated alarm system
to monitor the security of the firewall and to respond
to attempts to circumvent the security of the firewall.
It can also respond to less serious anomalies such as
incorrect passwords. The alarm system is implemented
by the alarm daemon alarmd, which monitors events
generated by application gateways or other servers on
the firewall. These are communicated to alarmd by
means oflog messages.
The alarm system associates one or more alarms
with each event. Each alarm includes one or more
actions to take when the event occurs. The alarm that
is triggered when an event occurs depends on the state
of the firewall, that is, the current level of security
awareness of the firewall. The state of the firewall is
represented using the colors green, yellow, orange,
and red . Each color represents a different security
awareness level, ranging from under no threat to
under serious threat.

The following list describes each state and the level
of awareness associated with the state.
• Green: The firewall has not detected any events,
and all appears normal.
• Yellow: The firewall has detected one or more
events that may indicate a malicious attempt to
compromise the firewall or the private network. If
no further event occurs in the next two hours, the
firewall returns to the green state.
• Orange: The firewall has detected events that are
construed as malicious. Events that cannot be created by harmless or accidental operation cause escalation to this state. For example, if the DEBUG
command appears during a mail (SMTP) session, the
firewall cannot revert from the orange state to the
yellow state; the firewall administrator must explicitly
set the state back to a lower level once the threat has
been analyzed and appropriate action taken.
• Red: The firewall has detected events that may
result in a breach of the security of the firewall or of
the private network if not addressed immediately.
When an escalation to this state occurs, the interface to the external interface is usually disabled
immediately, preventing any further IP traffic from
that network.
The current firewall state is constantly displayed in
the background of the GUI and on the console monitor. The alarm system can be configured manually or
using the GUI and allows the firewall administrator to
specify the alarm to be triggered for each event occurring at one or more firewall states. Each alarm specification includes one or more actions. For example, an
alarm can advance the firewall state, shut down an
application gateway or the firewall, and notify the firewall administrator. The administrator can write shell
scripts for additional specific actions to take. This can
enable the firewall to actively counter a threat to its
security or that of the private network.
Authentication Service

When users log on to most computer systems, they
specify a password to prove their identity to the system. User authentication is the process by which a
computer system verifies the identity of a user or entity
through a unique password.
The authentication service on the firewall provides
a mechanism by which the identity of a user can be verified. This allows organizations to implement security
policies that specify that only certain users are allowed
to use particular services to access resources through
the firewall. When users wish to establish a connection,
they must first identify themselves so that the firewall
can associate them (via their identifiers) with the connection. This identifier is then presented by the application gateway to the ACL system, which then decides if
the connection request will be allowed or denied.

Although users logging directly into a computer
system or an internal network run certain risks of having their passwords discovered by another person,
most organizations are happy to use what are termed
reusable passwords to protect access to computer
resources within a private network. However, when a
user wishes to gain access from an external network
through the firewall to an internal network, the use of
reusable passwords presents an unacceptable risk due
to the availability ofIP packet sniffers. A packet sniffer
is a tool that allows an attacker to read the data in an IP
packet and identify a user's identifier and password
without the user becoming aware that this has happened. It is clear that a stronger form of user authentication is required for use with a firewall that controls
access between two networks.
Several authentication mechanisms have been
devised that are based on the concept of a one-time
password. In the one-time password scheme, a particular user has a mechanism to generate a new password
each time he or she is requested to respond with a password, and the authentication system has a similar
mechanism to validate the one-time password as correct for that user. Most one-time password systems are
based on a shared secret that is used in conjunction
with some software or a hardware device ( commonly
known as a handheld authenticator [HHA]). Typically,
the system challenges a user, often with a value. The
user then uses an HHA to generate a response. The
authentication system receives the response, and determines if it is the one expected from the user. Further
attempts to authenticate involve a different challenge
and a correspondingly different response.
The AltaVista Firewall supports a wide range of user
authentication mechanisms and can be easily modified to
support additional mechanisms if necessary. The authentication mechanism used to authenticate a user can be
different depending on whether the access requested is
inbound or outbound. This allows an organization to
apply less stringent controls to accesses from the internal
network. Users are registered with the authentication
system through the GUI, and their details are stored in a
database. This database includes the inbound and outbound authentication mechanisms that apply to the user
and an expiration date for the record.
The authentication service is implemented using an
authentication service daemon ( authd) and a set of
authentication server daemons. Authd runs continuously on the firewall and accepts connections
concurrently from application gateways requesting
authentication of users. The authentication server daemons implement support for each authentication
mechanism. Each of the authentication servers implements a challenge-response authentication service and
is started by inetd when a connection is made to the
port on which the service is provided.
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When an application gateway on the firewall
requires a user to supply an identifier, a sequence of
actions occurs as follows:
1. The gateway connects to authd and specifies the
identifier for the user.
2. Authd accesses the user database and, after checking
that the user is registered and that the user record
has not expired, determines what mechanism to use
to authenticate the user.
3. Authd contacts the relevant authentication server
and passes the user identifier to it.
4. The authentication server generates a challenge for
the user. Authd passes this challenge to the user.
5. The user generates a response, which the gateway
provides to the authentication server, and validation proceeds.
6. Ifvalidation fails, the gateway is informed and access is
denied. If validation succeeds, the user may proceed.
In the event a request is received to validate a user who
is not registered or whose user record has expired, authd
will fake a user authentication sequence. This additional
security measure ensures that a potential attacker cannot
determine if the specified user identifier is valid.
Adding a new authentication mechanism is simple,
because configuration files specify the port to contact
for each type of authentication mechanism, and a
common authentication protocol governs the interaction between authd and the authentication servers.
The authentication protocol used between authd
and the authentication servers is modeled on the FTP
protocol but is much simplified. All user authentication sequences involve an initial step in which the
client (authd) specifies the user's identifier to the
authentication server, followed by one or more
challenge-response cycles in which the server requests
a reply from the client (by challenging the server
for some information), and the client responds. The
server processes each response and will either issue a
further challenge to the client or issue a result indicating if the user is authenticated or not.
The authentication service supports the following
authentication mechanisms:
• SecureNet Key
• CRYPTOCard
• WatchWord key
• SecurID card
• S/Key
• Reusable passwords (for outbound connections
only)
The Name Service

Unlike the traclitional model of the Internet in which all
DNS 11 information is available to all hosts, certain orga26
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nizations may decide to prevent external hosts from
viewing information about internal hosts. &stricting
this type of information allows an organization to prevent a would-be attacker from gaining a foothold to
launch an attempt to subvert the security of a private network. For example, an attacker may support a claim to be
an employee of an organization by showing knowledge
of the network structure, or a recruitment agency may
identify personnel engaged in development activities.
Traditionally, hiding information about internal
hosts required providing two separate name servers.
An internal name server ran on a server behind the
firewall and handled internal DNS queries. The firewall ran the second name server and handled DNS
queries from external hosts. In this way, the complete
name service database was available to internal hosts,
and the restricted database (which usually contains
records for the firewall itself and any external WWW or
FTP servers) was available to external hosts. The drawback of this approach is that a second host was
required to run the internal name service.
If an organization is not concerned that its internal
name service is available to the outside world, the firewall can act as a name server for both internal and
external queries. This approach raises some questions
regarding how information is delivered. For example,
the mail exchange (MX) records specified for internal
hosts will be incorrect for hosts on the external network. If the proper hierarchy is shown for mail delivery (that is, the internal host has the lowest MX
priority, followed by the local mail hub, then the main
corporate mail hub, and then the firewall itself), external hosts will attempt to connect unsuccessfully to the
three internal hosts before eventually sending the mail
to the firewall. Although this does not consume con siderable bandwidth, it does cause a noticeable delay in
mail delivery to hosts on the private network.
The AltaVista Firewall name service is implemented
using a name service daemon ( dnsd). Dnsd acts as a
gateway accepting DNS queries from both the private
and external networks. It also accepts DNS queries
directly from application gateways and supports daemons running on the firewall. Two name servers based
on the standard Berkeley name daemon (bind) also
run on the firewall in a protected environment. One
acts as an internal name server containing information
concerning the full database of internal hosts; the
other acts as an external name server containing only
selected information. Both name servers are configured to accept requests from dnsd only.
The name service daemon dnsd considers both the
origin and the type of each DNS query it receives.
DNS queries that originate on the private network are
treated differently from queries that originate on the
external network. Requests received by the firewa ll
are forwarded to one or the other of the name daemons, based on the form and origin of the question.

Table 1 shows the relationship between queries originating on the external and internal networks, as well
as queries by gateways and other daemons running on
the firewall. An authoritative query is a query that
concerns a host within the domain of the firewall.
Queries from external sites, for domains other than
those for which the firewall is authoritative, are
rejected by default, though this behavior can be disabled, allowing such queries to be forwarded to the
external name server.
The main advantage of this dual-DNS system is that
it removes the requirement for a second host to run
the internal name service. It also allows precise control
over the dissemination of name service information to
hosts on the external network. The AltaVista Firewall
GUI allows an administrator to enter a host name and
specify whether or not that particular host name is
visible to the external network as well as to the internal
networks. Previously, it was possible to specify only
whether or not all internal hosts were visible, but the
AltaVista Firewall now allows this decision to be made
for each host. The MX records are correctly generated
so that external hosts do not see MX records for hosts
or mail hubs on the private network. Similarly, if the
installation includes an external mail hub, this hub will
not hold an MX record for internal machines when
viewed from the internal network.
The firewall does not permit zone transfers to external secondary name servers unless they appear in a firewall list of secondaries. A zone transfer involves
transferring the full information for a domain from
the primary domain server to one or more secondary
servers. Any external secondary name server that is
authorized to receive zone transfers can still only see
the domain information as it exists from the perspective of the external network. This means that hosts
on the private network that cannot be resolved from
the external network will not be included in any zone
transfer initiated from the external network. Zone
transfers from secondary name servers on the internal
network do not need to be authorized.
Access Control System

application gateways to load and interpret the rules, and
a comprehensive user interface to allow firewall administrators to exploit most of the power of the language.
The architecture of the ACL system is very simple. It
is implemented as a static library. This static library is
linked to an application gateway or any server that controls access. The API to the library is minimal; it consists of a function to load a rule set from an ACL file and
a function that takes the details of a user's request as
parameters and returns a decision to deny or allow the
action based on the rule set. The AltaVista Firewall has
been designed so that each application gateway or
server that uses the ACL system has a separate rule file.
However, the architecture of the ACL system does not
require this, and ACL file sharing is possible.
In the rest of this section, we describe the requirements for the ACL system and how they were addressed.
• The access control system must be reliable. Since
access control is a core function of a firewall, the
design team considered the reliability of the ACL system as primary. The ACL system was designed as a
separate library that is statically linked to the application gateways. Static linking is used to ensure that
this component cannot be easily replaced by an agent
attempting to subvert a gateway. Implementation as
a separate component means that all gateways and
other servers that require access control use a common service, and that this component can be tested
thoroughly and independently. This approach
also had the advantage of allowing more project
resources to be allocated to the design, implementation, and testing of the ACL system.
• It was clear that a powerful language was required
to define a wide range of security policies. A firewall
administrator must be able to grant and deny access
to individual users, to hosts, and to groups of users
and hosts. The administrator must also be able to
specify times at which access is allowed.
• Because the access control language was extremely
flexible, it was considered that policies must be failsafe and tend to deny rather than allow access. Several
features of the language implement this requirement:

Access control is a core function of a firewall. The access
control system in the AltaVista Firewall provides a powerful, flexible, and secure means for administrators to
define who can use the application gateways on their
firewall. The ACL system is implemented using a rule
definition language, a library of functions used by all the

-An implicit default rule states "If there is no rule
granting access to a request, then that request is
denied." This default rule cannot be altered.
- The order of rules in the ACL file is not important. If there is a conflict between rules, a deny
rule takes precedence.

Table 1
Handling DNS Queries

Queries from internal network
Queries from external network

Queries for which the
firewall is authoritative

Queries for which the
firewall is not authoritative

Internal name server
External name server

External name server
Reject the query
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- A blacklist rule has been defined. This is a simple
statement that takes a list of host names or
addresses. If a host appears in a blacklist statement, then no user can access that host using the
firewall, and no user can access the firewall from
the blacklisted host.
- Time-based rules can be specified to deny or allow
access for particular periods during a day or week.
-A GUI interface to the ACL system provides an
interface to most features of the system without
requiring the firewall administrator to generate
the ACL files manually.
• The interface to the ACL system is very simple. The
API consists of just two functions that an application
gateway must call. The first function loads the rule
set that the gateway will use, and the second function takes the details of a request a user is making as
parameters and returns a deny or allow decision.
• The ACL system is also well integrated with the other
systems in the firewall. For example, the ACL system
performs its own logging of each user request and
the resulting decision to deny or allow access.
The ACL grammar is a simple rule-based language
that supports the definition of a list of deny and allow
rules for application gateways. Each application reads
an ACL file to load the rule set it uses to make access
control decisions.
The core of the ACL system is the algorithm used to
allow or deny access through the gateway. Each time
the user makes a request to an application gateway,
the gateway builds a data structure describing the user
and the requested action and makes a call to the ACL
system. The data passed to the ACL system includes
the following information:

• If the flag to indicate that the request has been
denied is set, return 'DENY' to the gateway.
• Search through all the allow rules. Ifaccess is granted
because of an explicit allow rule, log that a request
was granted and return 'ALLOW' to the caller.
• Log that access was denied because no rule matched
the request and return 'DENY' to the caller.
Note that denying one request can generate up to
three log entries: access can be denied because of a
time rule, a blacklist rule, and a deny rule. If all three
rules are triggered, they are all logged. The decision to
implement logging in this manner was made to ensure
that logs were complete and to ensure that all applicable alarms were triggered. Note also that if any deny
rule is triggered, the ACL system does not even look at
the allow rules. This means that the deny rules take
precedence over the allow rules. Also note that if no
rule triggers that the request will be denied, the
request is denied. This implements the requirement
that any request that is not explicitly allowed is denied.
Reporting and Logging
It is a primary function of a firewall to keep an audit

• Search through all the time-based rules. If any time
rule denies access to the requested operation, log
that a request was denied because of a time rule and
set a flag to indicate that the request was denied.

trail of all network traffic for both allowed and denied
connections. Most authors on the subject of firewalls
stress the importance of ma_inta_ining comprehensive
logs so that break-in attempts can be identified
quickly, and the necessary actions can be taken against
the attacker. These actions can include contacting the
firewall administrator of the host the attacker is using,
blacklisting the host the attacker is using, or temporarily shutting down some of the services that the attacker
is trying to exploit.
Logging in the AltaVista Firewall is implemented
using a common library. This library is statically linked
to all the firewall components and provides a uniform
logging interface and uniform entries in the firewall's
log files. Static linking is used to ensure that this component cannot be easily replaced by an agent attempting to subvert a gateway. Each firewall component
initializes the logging function on start-up, passing it
an acronym that the library uses to tag all subsequent
entries in log files. When a firewall component calls the
logging library to write an entry to the log files, it
specifies a flag indicating the type of the log message
and the log information. Log messages are of the
following types:

• Search through all the blacklist rules. If the source
or target host is blacklisted, log that a request was
den_ied because of a blacklist ru le and set a flag to
indicate that the request was denied.

• FW_WARN. The message is a warning; there may
be some security implications. This level usually

• The canonical form of the FQDN of the host from
which the user is making the call.
• The IP address of the host from which the user is
connecting.
• The user identifier, if the user has been authenticated.
• The action the user is requesting.
• The server that the user wishes to access. Note that
this could be the firewall itself
The ACL system uses the following algorithm to decide
whether to grant or deny access to a user request.
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• Search through all the deny rules. If access is denied
because of an explicit deny rule, log that a request
was denied because of a deny rule and set a flag to
indicate that the request was denied.
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• FW_LOG. The message is informational.

indicates that some configuration information
expected by the component is not present or cannot be accessed.
• FW_EVENT. This message is a security event.
Event messages are detected by the alarm system
as described above.
All logged messages include the following information
in the log entry written to the log file:
• The current date and time
• The component generating the message
• The log message type
• The log message information
As well as ensuring that all firewall activity is logged,
it is also critical that the firewall manages the logs files
that are generated to ensure that the log information is
retained for later analysis. The AltaVista Firewall automatically archives logs files on a monthly basis and
includes features to allow for the retention and/or
deletion oflog archives after one year. The firewall also
monitors log disk space usage and will automatically
inform the firewall administrator if the amount of
space available falls below a specified size. If the log
disk is full, the firewall will disable itself so that no network traffic can occur that is not logged.
The AltaVista Firewall also provides comprehensive
traffic-reporting facilities, including an automated
reporting service and a GUI-based custom report generator. The firewall's reporting system allows a firewall
administrator to choose from a number of report
types, including summaries or detailed information,
on individual gateways or on all firewall services.
Reports can be generated for daily, weekly, and
monthly periods. These reports can be mailed automatically to a specified distribution list.
Remote Management

Firewall management has rapidly become a key issue
for organizations implementing connections to the
Internet, or for organizations required to protect several parts of their internal private network. Typically,
firewall products allowed operator access only at the
firewall system's console to ensure the security of the
installation. Most organizations today prefer to cen tralize their network control operations and expertise.
Firewall products that require console-only access are
often not considered. Also, many organizations place
their firewalls at separate locations where console
access for monitoring and control may be restricted
for various reasons. The AltaVista Firewall's remote
management provides a mechanism by which a central
network management body can control every firewall
within an organization.

The key requirements for remote management of a
firewall are as follows:
• A secure channel between the firewall and the
remote management client
• A consistent user interface for both local and
remote management
• Support for multiple administrators with the ability
to control the tasks each administrator can perform
Clearly, any firewall remote management capability
must be completely secure, offering no possibility of
compromise. If an attacker can break into a firewall's
remote management channel, then the complete subversion of the firewall is likely.
For ease of management, it is also important that
the user interface that is available remotely is the same
as the one available locally, so that all firewall monitoring, control, and configuration facilities are available
from the remote host.
Finally, the ability to support multiple administrators
is required when a firewall is being managed remotely,
so that the organization that operates the firewall can
control who has access to the firewall and what operations they can perform. Typically, an organization
restricts the administrators who can configure or
reconfigure the firewall so that changes to the security
policy the firewall implements are tightly controlled.
As described previously, the user interface for the
AltaVista Firewall is implemented using an HTMLbased approach, thus enabling any platform capable of
supporting a Web browser to manage the firewall. The
key requirement is to secure the connection between
the firewall and the remote host the GUI traffic travels
over, because all management actions are performed
by the GUI Web server running on the firewall. The
need to authenticate both the firewall and the remote
host is critical to this. Although SSL-based solutions
can easily deliver firewall authentication, it is less easy
to deliver remote host authentication, without providing an appropriate key generation mechanism for
potential clients within the firewall product. A solution
is required that provides an encrypted channel for the
GUI traffic and includes a mechanism that allows for
authentication of both parties.
The AltaVista Tunnel product was selected to provide a secure channel for remote management for two
reasons: ( 1) It delivers a mechanism by which traffic
between the host running the AltaVista Firewall and a
remote host is secured through encryption, and (2 ) It
provides an easy-to-use mechanism for authentication
of the two parties. For remote management, a tunnel
is established between the remote host and the firewall. This tunnel provides the secure channel through
which the firewall can be managed from a remote
host. The firewall acts as a tunnel server (running the
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AltaVista Workgroup Edition Tunnel software), while
the remote host may be either a tunnel server or a tunnel client (running the AltaVista Personal Edition
Tunnel software). In this way, an administrator can
manage a firewall from any platform that supports the
AltaVista Tunnel. A modified version of the AltaVista
Workgroup Edition Tunnel software is shipped with
the AltaVista Firewall, as well as AltaVista Personal
Edition Tunnel software for Windows 95 and
Windows NT platforms. The firewall tunnel software
is modified to restrict the number of concurrent tunnels that can be started to one (for licensing reasons)
and to operate the tunnel server on a nonstandard
port. This avoids clashes with organizations that are
relaying tunnels by means of the firewall.
A Web browser running on the firewall connects to
the GUI Web server using the local host's address. In
contrast, a Web browser running on the remote host
connects to the GUI Web server using the IP address of
the tunnel endpoint. The endpoint is the pseudo-IP
address allocated to the tunnel on the firewall. The GUI
Web server on the firewall is configured to allow only
connections from the local host (the firewall) and from
the tunnel endpoint ( that is, the pseudo-IP address) of
the remote host. The Web server automatically manages
the GUI universal resource locators (URLs) generated
for each user interface component, depending on
whether the connection originates locally or through a
remote management channel. Because the AltaVista
Tunnel product adds a route on the host at one end ofa
tunnel to the pseudo-IP address of the tunnel endpoint
on another host, traffic between the browser and GUI
Web server is automatically routed through the tunnel
and is secure from interception. The GUI Web server
rejects any attempt to connect from a host that is not the
local host or does not have a remote management channel configured for it.
The implementation of remote management support in the AltaVista Firewall includes GUI functionality that allows a firewall administrator to add, view, and
delete remote management channels. When adding a
new channel, the administrator specifies the pseudo-IP
addresses for both tunnel endpoints, the name of
the channel, and the type of tunnel to be used
(Workgroup or Personal Edition). The GUI automatically configures the AltaVista Tunnel software, sets up
the tunnel configuration required, and generates the
necessary key and connection files for the remote host.
The administrator is not required to perform any direct
AltaVista Tunnel management activities on the firewall.
The implementation of multiple administrator support in the AltaVista Firewall includes GUI functionality that allows an existing administrator to add other
administrators, change their GUI login passwords,
specify what GUI tasks they can perform, and delete an
administrator. Although the GUI restricts administrator logins from a particular source to one at a time, it is
30
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possible that separate administrators can log in locally
and remotely. Administrators are granted privileges to
monitor, control, and configure the firewall for each
GUI subsystem. One administrator may be able only
to monitor the firewall status, while another administrator may have the necessary privileges to configure
the security policies for application gateways or to
manage the user authentication system. In addition,
GUI privileges are allocated separately for local and
remote access, providing further flexibility for administrator privilege control.
Future Enhancements

Large organizations that have local private networks in
several geographies currently link these networks using
expensive private connections. The growing availability
of inexpensive, high-speed Internet connections and
the development of secure IP tunneling software products, such as the AltaVista Tunnel, is prompting many
of these organizations to construct virtual private networks (VPNs). Since each Internet connection must be
secure, the next logical step is to integrate the IP tunneling capability into tl1e AltaVista Firewall.
Larger organizations are moving away from the idea
of having one firewall as a single choke-point connection to the Internet. Instead, multiple firewalls may be
dispersed at several locations throughout a private network, perhaps on different continents. It will therefore
be necessary to ensure that the network security of
each firewall remains synchronized with the others.
The ability to provide secure enterprise management
of several firewalls from a single location is a major
challenge for the AltaVista Firewall.
IP multicast technology12 is now becoming a core
component of the Internet and private corporate
networks. Multicasting is the ability to distribute data
packets to a group of one or more hosts, as opposed
to unicasting, which refers to normal point-to-point
Internet communications, and broadcasting, which
refers to one-to-all communication. IP multicast has
enormous potential, most notably in low-cost, real-time
conferencing (for example, video and audio), where each
host must send data to all other conference participants
and other Internet multimedia applications. Multicast
datagrams, however, may pose security vulnerabilities
to machines that receive them. The AltaVista Firewall
must address the need to relay multicast packets while
continuing to ensure the security of the private network.
The deployment of IP networks based on the
next-generation Internet Protocol Suite, IP version 6
(IPv6), 13 will address many of the structural and
security issues that currently exist with IPv4. IPv6 will
provide many advantages, including
• Scalability. Rapid growth in the Internet has
resulted in the available IP address space being con-

sumed at an alarming rate. IPv6 provides a much
larger address space.
• Security. IPv6 addresses authentication, integrity,
and confidentiality issues. Because IPv6 corrects
many of the threats and vulnerabilities associated
with IPv4, the architecture and security policy of an
IPv6 firewall will significantly differ from those of
an IPv4 firewall. The integration of IPv6 support
into the AltaVista Firewall will require researching
any outstanding security threats, as well as addressing the practical issues of performance slowed by
cryptography.
Summary

The emergence of new technologies and the growth
of electronic commerce on the Internet means that
network security will continue to increase in importance. The AltaVista Firewall addresses customer
requirements for securing their Internet connections
by providing a powerful and flexible firewall product
that includes application-level and packet-level network traffic control functions, traffic logging, and
security monitoring capabilities, together with comprehensive firewall configuration and management
support through a GUI.
The AltaVista Firewall 97 for the DIGITAL UNIX
operating system is now in its third release since its
introduction in September 1995 and has achieved
market recognition for its high performance, its comprehensive firewall features, and its ease of use. At the
same time, the product provides systems integrators
with a comprehensive set of firewall features and functionality to enable them to provide customized network security.
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Nick Shipman

Developing Internet
Software: Altavista Mail

The emergence of the Internet as a place where
people can conduct business prompted DIGITAL
to investigate the development of products
specifically for use in this environment. Electronic
messaging systems based on Internet technologies provide the communication medium for
many businesses today. The development of
Altavista Mail illustrates many of the concerns
facing engineers who are designing products
for this new customer base. The results of our
experience can be helpful in many ways and
should be of interest to those involved in
designing technologies for running Internet
applications.

In late 1993, the Mail Interchange Group (MIG)
within DIGITAL started the AltaVista Mail development program. At that time, the members of MIG had
substantial experience in the development of electronic mail (e-mail) technologies; however, the new
products were being targeted for use on the Internet
in an environment that was quite different from the
one for their previous products. In an effort to satisfy
the new customer base, the members of MIG reexamined their design and development process.
The AltaVista Mail product emerged from efforts to
improve MIG's support for Internet-based e-mail
technologies. Our previous products were electronic
mail and directory servers for network backbone use,
based on the most recent X.400 and X.500 standards.
Products suitable for the Internet environment would
clearly be quite different.
This paper begins by presenting our analysis of
Internet services and support software and describing
the transmission of e-mail on the Internet. The paper
then discusses the implications of developing a product for the Internet environment and explains the
impact of those implications on the design and implementation decisions that defined the AltaVista Mail
product. The paper concludes with the engineering
assumptions and habits that had to be overturned to
build the product set.
Internet Services and Software

During our initial analysis of the product possibilities, we made several interesting observations about
Internet services and software, particularly in comparison to the mission-critical products in MIG's existing
portfolio. (Our observations could more accurately be
called assertions-it was and is remarkably difficult to
get hard information about Internet use.)
1. The academic/research/technical community
determined the nature of the Internet's service
offerings. Most of the software defining the
Internet's services was generated by and for this
community.
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2. The real market opportunity would not be among
the academic/research/technical community but
would be drawn from ordinary businesses.
3. Much of the service software on the Internet was
unsatisfactory for routine business use, either because
it was unreliable or because it was difficult for end
users to deal with it. Even though free software was
abundant, much of it did not work. Support for the
free software was a risk: some software had excellent
peer support; unfortunately, not all end users were
aware ofits existence or were able to access it.
4. We judged the operating system platforms commonly used for service software to be unsuitable for
a large part of the business community. The various
UNIX platforms need skilled local staff; corrupted
or poorly configured Windows version 3.1 and
Macintosh run-time environments would be difficult to diagnose and expensive to support.
Expanding into support of the Internet environment would require us to build native equivalents for
some of our existing server software. We believed that
the Windows NT platform offered a good framework
for systems that would work well in any business environment and be easy to support.
Initially, we required the following products: a server
that supported the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP) and the Post Office Protocol version 3 (POP3);

a gateway to Lotus cc:Mail post offices; and a gateway
to Microsoft Mail post offices.
The SMTP/POP3 server is the mail system component responsible for accepting messages from mail
client programs. It transmits them toward the recipients' SMTP servers and performs local delivery using
the POP3 protocol. This process is described in more
detail in the next section.
E-mail on the Internet

This section briefly describes how Internet e-mail is
transferred from the originator to the recipient.
The originator's mail client program constructs a
message according to the rules described in the
Internet standard, RFC 822. 1 The RFC 822 standard
defines a message as a sequence of short lines of 7 -bit
ASCII text, each terminated by a carriage-return and
line-feed sequence (CRLF). The first lines are header
fields; these are extensible but typically include the
originator and recipient e-mail addresses, the date, and
the message subject. The header ends with a blank
line, and the remaining lines constitute the body of the
message. Figure 1 shows an SMTP dialogue that
includes an RFC 822 message.
Where appropriate, the mail program can also follow
the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)
rules in RFC 1521 and RFC 15222 •3 ; these describe

SMTP command/response

220 server1.altavista.co.uk Altavista Mail
V1. 0/1. 0
BL22 SMTP ready
helo client1.altavista.co.uk
250 OK
mail from:<Fred@altavista.co.uk>
250 OK
rcpt to:<Bill@altavista.co.uk>
250 OK
data
354 Start mail input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF>
Date: Mon, 7 Jul 1997 08:30:13 +0100
From: Fred <Fred@altavista.co.uk>
To: Bill <Bill@altavista.co.uk>
Subject: Example message
Hi Bill,

Comments
Caller opens connection
Server's welcome message
Client gives its own host name
Host name was acceptable
Identifies return path for nondelivery reports
Return path was acceptable
A recipient for this message
Recipient was acceptable
Message follows
OK to start message header
Message's date
Originator field
Recipient field
Subject field
Blank line ends message-header fields
Content lines ...

This is a test message.
It's not very Long.
Fred

250 OK
quit
221 redsvr.altavista.co.uk closing connection

Figure 1
Example SMTP Dialogue
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... End of content
Message has been accepted
No more messages; signing off
Finished

how to construct a message body to transfer typed and
structured data and how to pass non-ASCII characters
in header fields. Figure 2 shows an example of a message constructed according to the MIME standard.
The originator's client submits the message to a
nearby SMTP server using the SMTP protocol. 4 This
very simple protocol uses short, CRLF-terminated
lines of7-bit ASCII text to transfer its commands and
responses. To submit a message, three commands are
used: the MAIL, RCPT, and DATA commands introduce the originator's e-mail address, the recipients'
e-mail addresses, and the RFC 822 message data,
respectively.
The SMTP server examines each recipient's e-mail
address to decide where the message should be sent.
Recipients are routed by consulting the Domain
Name System (DNS), a distributed directory that associates domain names with sets of typed resource
records that denote the published properties of each
domain. s-7 For a recipient, user@domain.name, the
target domain.name is looked up and the resource
records of type MX (for Mail eXchange) are retrieved. 5
These records list the hosts that the domain nominates
to receive its mail; each host has a numeric preference

value. Eventually, the mail must be delivered to the
most preferred host.
For each target domain, the SMTP server uses the
SMTP protocol to transfer the message to the
domain's most preferred, reachable MX host. (The
most preferred host may be unreachable from the local
server: it may be switched off for a while, or it may be
behind a firewall, a machine that protects a private network by limiting access from the open Internet to the
machines inside the protected network.) The chosen
host, if it is not the most preferred, forwards the
message to a more preferred host and so on, until the
message reaches the recipient domain's most preferred
host. That host then delivers the message to an area
from which the recipient's mail client program can
fetch it.
Fetching a message is often a platform-specific operation, but a standard protocol such as POP3 can also
be used. 8 This simple, text-based protocol allows the
mail client to list the messages waiting to be fetched,
to fetch individual messages, and to delete them from
the server once they are safely stored within the client.
Newer, more feature-rich protocols and interfaces,
such as the Internet Message Access Protocol version

MIME data

Comments

Date: Mon, 7 Jul 1997 08:30:13 +0100
From: Fred <Fred@altavista.co.uk>
To: Bill <Bill@altavista.co.uk>
Subject: Binary attachment
MIME -version: 1.0
Content-type: multipart/mixed;
boundary="zzzBoundaryzzz"

Normal RFC 822 header fields

This is a MIME message ...

--zzzBoundaryzzz
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: ?bit
Hi Bill,

... consisting of a list of body parts
Blank line ends message-header fields
Start ...
... of first body part ...
... in ASCII plain text ...
.. . using 7-bit encoding
Blank line ends body-part-header fields
Body-part contents

Here's a binary file.
It's four bytes of all 1's.
Fred
--zzzBoundaryzzz
Content-type: application/octet-stream;
na me ="foo.dat"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
/////w==
--zzzBoundaryzzz--

End ...
. . . of first body part and start of second ...
... a stream of bytes called foo.dat ...
... using base64 encoding
Blank line ends body-part-header fields
Hex FFFFFFFF encoded in base64
End ...
... of message

Figure 2

Example MIME Message
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4 (IMAP4), do offer certain user advantages; however,
they do not perform the basic job of delivering messages any better than POP3. 9 Even though support for
IMAP4 was added to AltaVista Mail version 2.0, POP3
remains the method of choice for fetching messages
from a remote server: this protocol is so simple that it
is hard to implement incorrectly.
Product Design Decisions

The definition of the AltaVista Mail product set did
not start with technical issues. Instead, it started with
an assumption about the purchase price of a product.
Even though the price we chose was not used for the
released product, our assumption turned out to be,
perhaps, the most useful and powerful design tool
available during development.
Product Pricing and Organizational Concerns

We were interested in exploring the implications of
offering a product at a very low price and selling in
very large quantities to make the business worthwhile.
MIG's previous products had been priced at the opposite end of the price scale: they were expensive, but
they were valuable to the relatively few customers who
needed their functions.
(Interestingly, as we explored the necessary organizational and technical changes involved in moving to
the low end, we realized that they would in no way
jeopardize our ability to sell at the high end. The organizational changes improve efficiency no matter what
the product price, and the technical changes make for
a better, more usable product regardless of the customer profile.)
Our starting point was to investigate the engineering implications of building a product that would sell
for $100. We concluded the following:
• To maximize the number of products sold, we
would have to satisfy the largest imaginable customer base and not exclude a potential customer
for any reason.
• Customers attracted to a low purchase price will
also require low running costs. No hidden costs
could be associated with running the product.
• Support costs would have to be kept to a minimum.
If each customer needed telephone support several
times over the life of the product, the $100 price
would not cover support expenses. We would have
to aim at receiving zero support calls.
• We would have to minimize the implementation
and maintenance cost and deliver products and
updates as early as possible. The Internet market
moves quickly, particularly at the low end, and a
long development cycle loses sales.
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Our existing approach to development involved
obtaining agreement from many groups within
DIGITAL concerning the nature of a problem area
and the architecture of any solutions, and then implementing product versions against the architecture.
This process is slow and expensive with considerable
management overhead.
For the AltaVista Mail product, we decided instead
to direct a small team to generate a product-quality
prototype as quickly as possible and to ship that prototype as a product. In the interests of rapid development, we would deliberately discard much of the
traditional Phase Review Process but would use regular, informal monitoring to ensure that the prototype
remained acceptable to our target customer.
All design and implementation decisions would
be judged by their effect on this target customer,
not by their adherence to an architecture. All future
development would be guided by customer feedback. This method is far less expensive, delivers a
product far sooner, and is more likely to reflect current customer needs.
Technological Concerns

Our ideas on product pricing and the design process
led to three initial design decisions.
First, nonexpert users must be able to get the full
value from the product. Setting up and configuring
the product must involve answering the minimum
number of questions. Each question must relate to a
topic on which the user can reasonably be expected to
have an opinion. The user must not be asked questions
about the internal operation of the product, only
about topics with an external significance.
The product must offer the minimum number of
operational controls. (Some high-end customers
demand many controls. If necessary, these controls
could be added in a later version; but the product must
not depend on them, they should not be presented to
the average user, and those users who insist on seeing
them should be charged a premium to cover the additional support costs. We would explicitly accept that
there are certain customers we should not aim to satisfy and certain features we should never offer.)
Second, the product must never go wrong. The
product must never encounter any internal errors,
only those caused by failures in its operational environment. Any environmental failure must be
reported completely and accurately in terms that the
user can understand. After a failure has been fixed, the
product must start working again with no further
intervention. If an environmental failure or an operator intervention corrupted the software, reinstalling
the kit must get the system working again. The product must not depend on any product that does not
follow these rules.

Third, the product must be inexpensive to build
and maintain and must use a rapid development cycle.
The product-and each of its components-should
deliver the maximum customer-perceived value for the
minimum engineering investment. Although the
number of features should be minimized, the functions delivered should be sufficient to be useful to a
large customer base.
Implementation Decisions

The most important decision was to aim for simplicity
above all else: simplicity of design, implementation,
and presentation. Simplicity delivers reliability and
inexpensive implementation and maintenance. It also
helps to ensure that a product is comprehensible to its
end user and does not behave in baffling ways, even
when it is not working due to an external influence.
A related decision was to use no method or tool that
might encourage complexity by helping to manage it:
no formal design methods, no automated design verification, and no automated system test. The developer
should immediately feel the pain of building a complex
structure or one that requires an elaborate system test
and thus be encouraged to think again.
Of course, proper engineering practice dictated that
we should use a repeatable system test with properties
that were well understood, but we deliberately never
automated the test. We also used remedial tools such
as locally developed libraries to look for memory and
handle leaks. (These tools do not tempt developers
into bad habits.)
User Interaction with the Server

Ideally, the server should perform its job with no comment, and the user should feel no need to think about
the server's performance. Product documentation
should be minimized, and there should be no printed
documentation at all.
We designed the server to make many of the product's operational decisions, rather than leave the decisions to an administrator:
• The administrator cannot control the routing
process. Messages are sent to the targets defined in
DNS, and no local rules nominating other targets
are supported. The administrator can nominate a
firewall but cannot say when to use it (the server
uses it automatically, when all the other targets have
been found unreachable).
• The operational logs are purged automatically. The
administrator can only control how long any
logged event is guaranteed to be stored before
being purged, and this interval cannot be selected
on a per-log or per-event basis.
• The server's network connections are scheduled by
the server itself. The administrator can only control

the minimum and maximum retry intervals for
SMTP connection attempts, not the specific times
at which the server tries to communicate.
• The server determines if an event is relevant to system security and responds according to its own rules.
Repeated authentication failures result in mailboxes
and originating host addresses being locked out for a
time; the administrator can manually reset the lockout but cannot control how long it lasts, nor how
many failures are judged to be an attack.
Unfortunately, user interfaces cannot be avoided
entirely. Therefore the goal must be to minimize the
amount of user interaction required with the server and
to make user interaction easy to perform and as reassuring as possible to the user. We were able to design the
SMTP/POP3 server to be easy to set up and use, and
we reduced the user interaction with the gateways
to the minimum. Gateways are notoriously difficult to
set up; we simplified the process of installation to the
extent that a central cc:Mail or MSmail administrator
can talk an inexperienced user through the installation.
The SMTP/ POP3 server requires an administrator
to perform only the following four actions:
• Load the software to a chosen volume
• Tell the server about the local network configuration
• Set up mail accounts (mailboxes) for the local users
• Check that the server is not experiencing problems
The AltaVista Mail product implements these tasks
through three user interfaces: the setup (installation)
procedure, a Windows-based administration graphical
user interface (GUI), and World Wide Web forms.
Setup Procedure. Apart from loading the software,
the setup procedure has several other functions. If
the software has been corrupted, the setup procedure repairs the service by resetting the server's
entire environment to a known state. The server's
account privileges are reset, a new password is generated, and the database directories and files have their
file protection reset.
Setup continues by asking the minimum number of
questions required to allow the server to work. The
administrator responds by naming any firewall used, or
if in dial-up mode, naming the remote mail server.
Finally, it runs the server's self-test, which is described
in more detail later in this paper. It is important that
self-test run during setup. If the system is not working,
the administrator needs to be told the precise causes of
the problem immediately, before he or she can become
confused by subsequent symptoms of system failure.

The Windowsbased administration GUI controls the AltaVista Mail
server through a simple, text-based administration

Windows-based Administration GUI.
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protocol over a Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol (TCP/JP) link. Therefore the GUI
can control servers elsewhere in the network.
The GUI has two modes. The default mode is a simple menu with links to functions that invoke the most
common administrative tasks: network configuration;
adding users and mailing lists; redirecting mail and
changing passwords; and self-test. This mode, shown
in Figure 3, is a nonthreatening interface for inexperienced administrators; they do not need any other
information to use the server successfully. This means
that local users with no specialized knowledge can set
up small and undemanding sites.
Administrators oflarge or busy sites need to use the
advanced mode, shown in Figure 4. This interface is
similar to the style of the Windows Explorer GUI and
gives access to every server and mailbox control, the
messages in the server, and its operational logs.
Both modes include an on-line help file that gives
a brief introduction to the system, reference infor-

mation on all the visible controls, and assistance in
troubleshooting. Apart from the equivalent help text
in the World Wide Web forms, this is the only product
documentation.
The self-test is one of the most important administration functions for sites at which mail is a missioncritical service. The self-test checks that all aspects of
the local machine's environment that are necessary for
the server to operate do indeed work; it also checks
that the server is responding correctly on all the network ports it serves. In a redundant environment, the
self-test checks every element to make sure partial failures are reported . For example, a host generally knows
of two or more DNS servers, only one of which needs
to be working for the mail server to run. Because the
mail server will not see a problem until the last DNS
server dies, the self-test must report any partial failure.
The self-test is vital: a regular check is the only way to
be sure that a background server is working. A server
cannot be guaranteed to inform an administrator of
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problems because the problems may affect the notification path used. The AltaVista Mail self-test allows an
administrator to perform the necessary check with a
single "button click." The self-test also runs as part of
a regular cleanup procedure. Errors are reported to
the server's error log, so a less active administrator can
monitor the system by reading this log every few days.
World Wide Web Forms. The World Wide Web
(WWW) forms interface is provided by a built-in
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server. This
interface offers the same facilities as the Windows
administration GUI. Because a Windows Explorerstyle GUI is more difficult to present using a Web
browser, we implemented the "power user" options
on the top-level task menu of the WWW form. These
options make the initial interface somewhat intimidating, because they include controls whose function may
not be understood by an inexperienced administrator.
The familiar controls, however, are grouped together.
The Web GUI is shown in Figure 5.

Several details help make the three user interfaces
approachable and nonthreatening.
When the software requires the user to answer a
series of questions, it presents a dialogue box chain
(sometimes known as a "wizard"). Used properly, this
technique allows the user to concentrate on one thing
at a time, with all distracting material hidden.
Every question in a dialogue box chain gives an
explanation of what information is needed, any suitable
defaults or examples, a suggestion of whom to contact
to find the answer, and a safe way to abort the process.
If the user knows the answer, he or she will be able to
recognize it in the example. Users who do not know
the answer will not be intimidated by the wording.
The logic works in terms the user understands, not
in terms of the software's operation. The gateways, for
example, contain a question that the software does not
use other than to make the text of the succeeding dialogues relate to the user's environment.
Some controls can easily be invoked in error but
cannot be redefined to make the error less likely. In
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these cases, the resulting dialogue box confirms the
control's function and offers the opportunity to try
again. For example, it is easy to hit the add-usernameto-mailbox control instead of the add-mailbox control, and this confusion cannot easily be eliminated
with a revised definition. The add-username dialogue
therefore warns that it does not add a mailbox but
offers a route to the dialogue that does.
The mechanical operation of all controls is smooth.
Appropriate default functions are always active; for
example, when an input field is empty, the default
40
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function might be "Next" or "Skip"; but the moment
any text is entered, the default function changes to
"Add" (or whatever normally happens to the input
text). This helps the user ignore the interface and concentrate on the meaning.
Performance

In a mail server product, performance, measured as
the number of messages processed per unit time, is
usually a major concern. In previous products
designed by MIG, performance was among the hand-

ful of top-priority goals, and from these we had
learned a great deal about designing for the highest
possible performance. We had also learned that the
single-minded pursuit of performance is expensive,
disruptive to implementation, and prone to error.
This experience yielded a set of informal rules for
cost-effective design regarding application performance. These rules proved to be effective during the
development of the AltaVista Mail product set.
(Remember, these rules relate to the performance of
typical applications: they would not apply to writing an
operating system or other low-level code. )
1. Estimate the minimum disk I/0 that the product
operations will require, but treat this value only as a
sanity check against gross waste of resources. Do
not insist that this minimum be achieved.
2. Avoid checking special cases in a task's input data to
avoid processing steps. Such optimizations are very
likely to cause maintenance errors to go unnoticed
and greatly increase the cost of the system test.
3. Never optimize tasks that consume only CPU time;
examine only those algorithms suspected of being
high-order consumers. It is almost never worth
optimizing error cases.
4. Do not use complicated buffer management
schemes to avoid copying data. Complicated code
is prone to maintenance errors, and performance
will not be helped much. Modern computers are
very good at copying buffers of data but relatively
slow at executing the complex branch logic that
might be required to avoid copying data.
5. Take advantage of the high-performance system
routines in modern operating systems. Do not
build a memory allocator or a disk cache: the operating system developer has already spent far more
on performance than an application developer can
afford to spend. (Even if the operating system routines do not perform well, the problem will be common to all applications that use the platform. )
Spend time solving the customer's problem, not
repeating operating system development.
6. Use the operating system disk cache. It can be
worthwhile to read even quite large amounts of file
data in multiple passes if that will simplify program
logic: the data will normally stay in memory for a
subsequent pass. If the data has been flushed from
the cache for the next pass, then the system had a
better use for the memory, and any attempt to
avoid multiple passes by remembering substantial
state will degrade performance, not improve it.
7. Never offer an asynchronous application programmer interface (API), and avoid using asynchronous
modes of otherwise synchronous services, even if
that technique is presented as the way to obtain
good performance. When more than a tiny region

ofcode is directly affected by asynchronous events, it
becomes difficult to be convinced that the code
works. In addition, the code is unlikely to keep working as it is maintained. Synchronous methods-multithreading with thread-synchronous calls, polling,
and timeouts-will normally yield perfectly adequate
performance; they need only be avoided for very
low-level code such as GUI window procedures.
8. Where latency requirements permit, polling for
new work or configuration changes can be a better
solution than an active notification path. Polling is
easy to implement and robust. There is no need to
ensure that an idle program is completely inactive:
since modern operating systems page rather than
swap, minor CPU attention every few seconds
imposes no noticeable performance penalty.
Our approach to performance-and its nearly complete subordination to simplicity-can be seen in several aspects of AltaVista Mail's operation.
The server's function is to switch messages, so its
database is a set of messages organized by target. Each
message is held as a single text file; the text consists of
the SMTP commands that would introduce each message to the server.
A message file is held in a directory that denotes its
target, whether that target is a remote domain, a local
mailbox, or a thread of the SMTP server itself. When
the router decides on the target, it copies the message
to its target directory and deletes the original. When a
message splits to multiple targets, no attempt is made
to share the common message data.
Although we could have designed a far more efficient way of representing the message database and
splitting the message data as it flows through the server,
our experience with previous products suggested that it
was not necessary. Because the storage system we chose
was a simple one, we could afford to throw it away ifit
did not work under load. Happily, it did work, and we
gained a highly robust storage system with excellent
performance for a trivial investment.
When a message is passed from one thread of the
SMTP server to another, it is left in the target thread's
input directory. There is no notification path; the target thread discovers the message by polling.
To make the source code as comprehensible as possible, the server uses extremely simple protocol
parsers. The source code is organized in terms of a
programmer's understanding of the protocol, not
some abstraction that might be more efficient. The
parsers scan the input data as many times as is convenient to extract the data they need at each level. The
result is secure and reliable protocol machines that are
easy to verify and modify when necessary.
Despite the apparent lack of care for conventional
performance concerns, extreme workloads must be
supported. All the server's components must support
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huge numbers of messages, messages of huge size,
messages with huge recipient lists, and messages bound
for huge numbers of targets. Ideally, the system should
impose no limits below those imposed by the underlying machines. An extreme workload should cause no
problems or substantially reduce the work rate.
The POP3 server has to be able to support tens of
thousands of messages in a mailbox. On connecting,
most POP3 clients ask for a mailbox listing, which
involves counting the size of each message in the mailbox. If thousands of messages are present, this can take
so long that the client disconnects, believing the server
has failed. Subsequent reconnections see exactly the
same problem, and no mail flows. To avoid this problem, the server returns a partial listing to the client if it
believes the full listing is taking too long. When the
full listing is finished, it is written to disk to be
returned to the client the next time it connects.
SMTP rules state that servers must support at least
100 recipients per message, and that ideally there
should be no limit. Our existing customer base expects
no limit. Arbitrarily large recipient lists can be allocated in virtual memory simply by configuring a page
file of sufficient size. However, very large lists then
impose a severe and highly variable load on the system.
To keep the system load within reasonable bounds, we
placed an upper bound on the amount of virtual memory claimed. The server limits the number of splits a
single message can make while being routed. (A block
of virtual memory is required for each split, not for
each recipient; however, in the worst case, each recipient requires its own split.) Once a message's recipient
list has split to more than 64 targets, subsequent recipients are moved to a new copy of the message that will
be routed separately, regardless of whether the recipients could have been served by an existing split.
Error Handling and Error Reporting

The server has to work reliably, even in the face of
errors in the local environment. Experience suggests
that code containing many error paths does not work.
If a function can fail for any of several individually
identified reasons, and the calling code has to handle
each reason separately, sooner or later some of those
error paths will be incorrect. Checking that each path
continues to work as development and maintenance
continues makes the system test very expensive; furthermore, it is difficult to cause every possible error to
arise when testing.
To ensure its reliability, the server uses the following
implementation rule: any function is allowed to fail,
but its calling code is not allowed to distinguish
between the various reasons for failure. Indeed, it cannot make a distinction, because only one failure return
code is defined. Functions were reworked as necessary,
so the rule could be observed.
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(A related observation is that the code will be more
reliable when only one kind of success outcome is
allowed. We found this to be true to some extent: it is
equivalent to saying that a linear, nonconditional flow
of control is more reliable than a highly conditional
one. However, as long as every success outcome does
occur during the product's normal operation, the code
that handles it will probably continue to work, and the
system test will have reason to check that it does.)
The server also has to report any errors it encounters: it must say which server operation could not be
performed, precisely what system condition caused it
to fail, and what to do about the problem. This apparently conflicting requirement is handled with a second
rule: error handling must be completely separated
from error reporting.
Error reporting works with the structure of the
server. The server's flow of control and breakdown
into threads were designed specifically to support precise error reporting. Each thread has a well-defined
purpose that can, if necessary, be explained to the
administrator, or at least named in a diagnostic report
without causing confusion. Because a thread is fully in
charge of its task, it is able to report the significance of
any failures it encounters to the administrator.
A routine uses a simple stack-based error-posting
module to report an encountered error. The report
includes a description of the failed operation, the operation's parameters, and other helpful information such
as the name and return status of any failed system call.
The routine then returns the standard error status
code. Its caller sees that this routine has failed and generates a report, logging the failure and adding any relevant parameters it holds. The caller then releases any
resources associated with the failed request and
returns the standard error status code. Eventually a
high-level routine handles the failure, typically by logging the stack of error reports and continuing with its
next item of work.
Our approach to error handling and reporting
yielded extremely good results, but it had two serious
implications. First, we could not import any source
code from existing systems: all the code in the server
had to use the error handling and reporting methods
just described. Often, we could not use an established API definition for common functions. Second,
the product and each of its components needs builtin knowledge of its function as perceived by the user,
so it can report the true status of any problem and
ideally give suggestions for fixing the problem. It
needs to report the implications of the problem, not
merely the facts of the problem. For these reasons,
we could not use the powerful UNIX-style approach
of building complex systems out of small, generalpurpose tools.

Additional Necessary Features

In general, we tried to avoid adding features and keep
in mind the server's one basic function: to move messages from place to place with minimal user intervention. When forced to add a feature, we aimed to keep
it as simple and inexpensive to implement as possible,
yet ensure that the feature offered the greatest real
value. Obviously, this involved a trade-off, but it was
usually clear how far to go.
The server needed a log subsystem to report important
events, for example, errors encountered and suspected
security violations (attempts to break into the server). To
gain the maximum benefit from the log subsystem, we
also used it to report the normal activities of the server
in sufficient depth to perform a complete analysis of its
work. This allows the logs to be used for load monitoring,
performance analysis, message tracing, and billing and
accounting. Enough information is logged to identify
exactly what has happened to each message submitted to
the server. Header information allows the originator and
the recipients to be identified, and checksums for envelope and content allow duplicate messages to be detected.
Duplicate detection is useful as a diagnostic aid and to
avoid billing multiple times for a single message.
The POP3 protocol does not report a message's
actual recipients ( as opposed to the To: and Cc: fields,
which may not be complete or even related to the real
recipients). It therefore cannot be used as a way of
delivering messages to gateways: it is only suitable for
final delivery to recipients. For this reason, the addition of a proprietary interface could not be avoided.
We chose to implement an API because it offers the
simplest possible interface to the message data:
sequential access to the return path, the recipients, the
header fields, and the lines of content data. At the
same time, it provides routines that encapsulate much
of the complicated and error-prone logic that gateways often need.
For example, the API allows a gateway that is fetching a message to handle each recipient individually: it
can accept, nondeliver, redirect, expand, or send for
retry each of the recipients it sees. The gateway automatically generates any required new messages, including nondelivery reports, messages containing those
recipients sent for retry, and messages with new recipients added by redirection or mailing list expansion.
The use of an API also guarantees that a gateway's
operation is fully logged. When message-IDs and originator and recipient addresses are translated between
SMTP and the foreign representation, the correspondence is logged. Messages can then be traced, even
across gateway boundaries.
In addition to these features, we extended the services of the built-in HTTP server, which offers the
administration Web pages. With a combination of
server-parsed hypertext mark-up language (HTML)

and a low-level attribute handling system to read and
write server data, a customer can change both the
appearance and the function of the Web pages, simply
by editing HTML files.
Experience with the Product
The AltaVista Mail product set has achieved its design
goals and has validated the implementation rules we
imposed on it. It has been inexpensive to develop, support, and maintain; is a well-behaved and effective
solution; offers excellent performance; and has yielded
very few bugs.
Its major deficiency is that AltaVista Mail, by itself,
does not form a complete solution. Despite our efforts
to ensure that it can be run by inexperienced administrators, it relies on complex external technologies.
Dial-up networking, Internet Protocol address assignment, and the other aspects of the interface to the
Internet service provider present problems that are
not easy to deal with.
Our major problem is the configuration of MX
(routing information) records in DNS. Although the
product reports misconfiguration accurately, users call
us to find out what to do about it. Better integration
with DNS would substantially reduce our support
load.
Overall, we tried to keep the number of controls to
the minimum. In retrospect, we did build in a few that
perhaps should not have been provided. For example,
the administrator has complete control over the SMTP
timeouts. Although this is required by the relevant
RFC documents, we should have had the confidence
to pick values that worked everywhere rather than provide the control.
On the other hand, providing more control in certain areas would have expanded the range of customers who could use the product. For example, some
low-end customers need to control the schedule on
which SMTP connections and DNS requests are made,
and the dial-up facilities we provide are too crude to
do this.
Conclusions
This section reviews the organizational, design, and
implementation rules we found most helpful in building the initial AltaVista Mail products. These ideas are
the ones we recommend to engineers who are starting
a new area of work.
Running a Development Project

If possible, develop a new application as a productquality prototype, not as the implementation of an
architecture. A prototype can be brought to market
quickly and inexpensively and will generate helpful
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feedback from customers. It is much more difficult to
make sure an abstract architecture is not expensively
addressing problems that do not need to be solved.
Do not develop prototypes that are not productquality. A body of unshippable code that has been
built as a proof of concept does not demonstrate the
practicality of building a product. Take shortcuts, but
not in any area that affects the application's fitness for
use or maintainability. If the outcome is a shippable
prototype, the choice can then be made whether to
ship it or not.
Accept requirements input from anyone who will
express an opinion but grant veto power only to
those who are funding the project. Do not let a
search for consensus slow the application's entry into
the market but be very clear about why the application is the right thing, keep track of the risks, and be
ready to respond to changes in the market. Do not
use the beta test (open field test) merely to check if
the product works; use it to decide whether the
product needs changes. A change of mind at the last
minute is not a failure.
Underfund software development. Allow enough
time to produce the core of the solution and no more.
This helps developers in two ways: they concentrate on
what really matters, so they keep looking for the most
effective ways to solve the largest possible parts of the
problem, and they do not start "knitting." Developers
enjoy developing; given adequate time, they will
increase the functionality of the product. This will
reduce the product's quality, not increase it. Given
extra resources, it is unlikely that those funding development would choose the extra functionality a developer would like to build.
Defining a Product

Technical issues are never the most important considerations in defining a product. The most important
thing to analyze is the customer profile. Instead of
building a product, the goal should be solving problems for the customer. The more accurately the customer's problems can be characterized, the more
effectively the product will solve them.
At the beginning, assume that the product will be
sold at a very low price. Think through the implications; they will indicate the nature of an acceptable
product. Then, if the price is higher, add the extra features that the increased price will require.
Assume that the product will be supported directly
from the engineering group. Imagine what would be
necessary to support the product and define requirements to impose on the product that will minimize the
cost of providing support. Then, if the product is supported elsewhere, add the extra features that the external support structure will require.
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Design and Implementation

Only a limited number of clever and difficult components can be designed and built into the product.
Make sure they are the ones that will make the most
difference, and make sure each difficult part is as small
as it can be by encapsulating it in a simple interface.
Outside the most critical areas, use the simplest designs
possible. Do not simplify to spend less time on design:
simplify to improve the quality of the product and to
reduce the cost of implementation and maintenance.
Early in the project, determine the performance
goals for the product. Choose a small number of areas
in which to be careful and ruthlessly simplify the rest.
Once learned, design for performance is a skill that is
difficult to keep under control. However, time spent
on performance is an investment, and a deliberate
choice of investments is needed.
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DIGITAL Personal
Workstations: The Design
of High-performance,
Low-cost Alpha Systems
The new DIGITAL Personal Workstations
for Windows NT (a-series) and DIGITAL UNIX
(au-series) incorporate a 21164 Alpha microprocessor, a highly integrated core logic interface, synchronous main memory and cache,
and commodity PC parts. The traditional core
logic chip set has been designed as a single-chip
ASIC. The high-performance uniprocessor workstation includes a low-cost interrupt scheme,
tight timing control of clocks for maximal performance, and a flash ROM interface.

In 1995, DIGITAL began development of a low-cost
system implementation of the 21164 microprocessor,
incorporating emerging memory technologies to
improve system performance. This paper discusses the
major architectural and design features of the DIGITAL
Personal Workstation a-series and au-series, low-cost,
high-performance systems powered by the 21164
Alpha microprocessor. It focuses on some of the
unusual design features incorporated into the new core
logic chip, the 21174 application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The paper also addresses a novel clock distribution strategy with feedback for skew reduction, a
low-cost interrupt scheme, and a capability to boot
directly from reprogrammable flash read-only memory
(flash ROM).
The original project was to build a platform for the
DIGITAL Personal Workstation running the Microsoft
Wmdows NT operating system. This system is designated as the a-series (e.g., 433a, 500a, 600a, etc.). Soon
after shipping this product, the same hardware components were qualified and shipped with the DIGITAL
UNIX operating system as the au-series (e.g., 433au,
500au, 600au, etc.).
Motivation

For years, main memory technology has been based
on fast-page-mode dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM). In the personal computer (PC) market,
fast-page DRAMs were soldered onto single in-line
memory modules (SIMMs). Although the access times
of these memories have been decreasing (i.e., 80
nanoseconds [ns]--+ 70 ns--+ 60 ns), improvements in
CPU technology and core logic chip sets have evolved
more rapidly. In 1995, the PC market began to move
to extended data out (EDO) memories, which were
roughly twice as fast as the fast-page memories, and
burst EDO was on the horizon. Several DRAM vendors began to talk about new synchronous DRAMs
(SDRAMs), which provided even greater performance
and the promise of reaching commodity price levels
by 1997.
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Reduced instruction-set computers (RISC) in general, and Alpha machines in particular, require faster
memories. Alpha CPUs run much faster than the leading complex instruction -set computer (CISC) (e.g.,
Intel x86) processors and need a faster path to memory
to keep pace with the demands for instructions and
data. DIGITAL and other Alpha system developers have
been satisfying this need with wider memory buses; for
instance, the AlphaStation 500 and AlphaStation 600
series systems have a 256-bit memory bus, four times
wider than the typical 64-bit bus on leading-edge PCs.
Also, the larger external caches on DIGITAL's systems
reduce the memory bandwidth requirements by keeping frequently used data local to the processor.
This advantage, however, was shrinking for two reasons: faster memories were being introduced for PCs,
and low-cost systems with 256-bit memory buses and
large external caches arc difficult and expensive to
build. It became clear that a new system design was
required, one that could take advantage of the new
memory technologies and one that could be implemented at a lower cost. This, in turn, would require
the design of new core logic that would function as the
CPU-to-memory interface.
Although the system design was planned to take
advantage of higher-performance memory technologies,
the primary emphasis was placed on lowering system
cost. The design team had a multipronged approach to
meeting this goal. In addition to following the established Design for Manufacturing techniques and selecting low-cost components, we focused on creating a
highly integrated, low-cost core logic ASIC.

Design Overview

In traditional system-level designs, the memory data
bus goes through the core logic chip set. 1- 3 This
approach isolates the CPU side of the data bus from
the large electrical load of the memory chips and interconnect, thereby allowing the CPU to access its cache
more quickly on the lightly loaded bus. This approach
also gives the chip set access to the memory data for
transfers to and from the I/0 bus, while at the same
time allowing the CPU concurrent access to the cache.
Finally, this design allows the memory and CPU buses
to be different widths, with the core logic chip set
functioning as a multiplexer/ demultiplexer between
the two different buses.
However, there arc disadvantages to this scheme.
For example, each data line requires two pins in the
chip set (and more, for the extra power and ground
lines), significantly increasing the size and cost of the
chip set. Also, memory latency is increased by the
additional time needed to get data through the chip
set to the CPU, which hurts performance.
In our design, the memory-to-CPU data bus goes
by the core logic chip rather than through it. The data
bus attaches to only one pin per bit. Figure 1 shows a
simple block diagram of the system. To isolate the
CPU and the backup cache (B-cache) from the memory bus, we used a separate bank of QuickSwitch bus
separators. These bus separators are large complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) pass transistors, which appear as either short circuits or open
circuits, depending on the state of their enable pin.
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In the open mode, they allow the CPU to access its
B-cache in isolation. When closed, memory data travels through the bus separator with a small (250 picoseconds [ps] through 5 ohms) propagation delay,
thus avoiding the latency/performance penalty of
going through the chip set.
Incorporating high-volume commodity parts into a
design is less expensive than adding extra pins to a relatively low-volume, high-pin-count ASIC. The small
size of the bus separators allows them to be placed
closer to the CPU and cache for a shorter, quicker
CPU interface. Finally, a low-end cacheless configuration can be built without them.
Another feature of our CPU-to-memory interface
is that the "chip set" is a single chip. Although the
original design called for three chips, new packaging
technologies were making larger pin-count devices
more affordable and manufacturable.• We compared
various implementations from several ASIC vendors
and eventually chose a single-chip implementation.
(The Technology Choices section in this paper discusses the details.)
Finally, making the B-cache optional is a new feature
for Alpha workstations. Recent Alpha workstations
have been hampered by the relatively slow, fast-pagemode main memory coupled to an increasingly highspeed processor. With this imbalance, a large external
B-cache has been essential to speed up CPU accesses by
reducing average memory latency and memory bandwidth requirements.
We investigated an internal research project in which
very fast memory systems were coupled to the 21164
CPU. An experimental cacheless machine used a 512bit-wide (fast-page mode), low-latency memory system
and performed very well on many memory-intensive
benchmarks. This work helped inspire the cacheless concept for the 21164 CPU; however, the performance of
the experimental system was relatively mediocre on some
benchmarks (cache intensive), which led us to conclude
we needed to offer an optional B-cache as well.

component engineers within DIGITAL, we switched
over to synchronous memory. (This was a fortuitous
decision, since commodity PC platforms are now moving to SDRAM, assuring its place as the next highvolume memory technology.)
From our first look at memory bandwidth with the
new SDRAM, we realized that designing a B-cache to
keep pace with it would be difficult. The system's
memory, running at 66 megahertz (MHz), would have
more bandwidth than any other Alpha workstation's
B-cache. In fact, it was difficult to design a B-cache that
was not the limiting factor in memory bandwidth.
From the cache technologies supported by the 21164,
we selected synchronous flow-through static RAM
cache parts. Although this choice was expensive, an
external cache that significantly increased performance
was imperative for our product.
Our next major decision was choosing our ASIC
technology and package. After evaluating quotes for
different chip configurations from several vendors, we
selected the single-chip implementation in a 474-pin
ceramic ball-grid array package (BGA) offered by
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM).
The package measures only 1.0 by 1.25 inches and
uses flip-chip technology, in which the die is bonded
directly to the ceramic package without lead wires.
The ceramic carrier is a seven-layer design that connects the die pads to a SO-mil (.050-inch) BGA for
assembly onto the printed circuit board. Contrary to
our initial concern, the package was not too difficult to
route on the printed circuit board. In addition to its
small size and reasonable price, the package offered
low inductance (short) power, ground, and signal
connections, which provided for good signal integrity.
Figure 2 shows a photograph of the ASIC package.
Most of the other technology choices we faced do
not warrant specific mention, except for the system
enclosure. Since our system was destined to become a

Technology Choices
As mentioned previously, system development was
concurrent with some significant changes to main
memory technology. Our main issue was determining
which of the new technologies- EDO, burst-EDO,
synchronous, or Rambus-would be the next standard in the commodity PC business. This was a key
decision: a wrong choice could lead to prohibitively
expensive memory, effectively making the system a
high-cost platform.
Our first analysis pointed to burst-EDO, since it was
the most compatible with the existing fast-page memories. Several months into the design, however, many
of the key memory vendors abandoned burst-EDO in
favor of SDRAM. With help and advice from memory

Figure 2

Core Logic ASIC Package
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DIGITAL Personal Workstation, it had to be highly compatible with DIGITAL's leading-edge Intel processorbased workstation (i-series). The use of common
components makes it easier for development, manufacturing, distribution, and service. As a result, we had to
fit our system into an existing DIGITAL PC enclosure,
use the same power supply, have similar option configurations, and so forth. This constraint had both good
and bad ramifications, which we discuss in a later section, Logic Partitioning and Enclosure.
System Clocks

In Zen and the An of Motorcycle Maintenance,
Robert M. Pirsig argues that one can look at a complex system from many different viewpoints. 5 In that
spirit, the logic/system design is illuminated by its
clocking details. We will touch on the major points
of interest in this section.
Clocking Overview

The main memory system was designed to run as high
as 66.6 MHz, synchronous to the 21164 CPU. The
main clock source is the CPU's internal reference
clock, which runs at the full CPU speed. The 21164
CPU provides a programmable, divided clock for the
system interface, called SysCLK. At power-on, the
divide ratio is determined based on module-level
inputs (through the interrupt request [IRQ] lines) and
is set so that the system clock runs as fast as possible,
up to 66.6 MHz.
For example, a 600-MHz CPU would have its
divide ratio set to nine, yielding a 66.6-MHz SysCLK,
whereas a 500-MHz system would set the ratio to
eight for a 62.5-MHz system clock. A programmable,
delayed version ofSysCLK, SysCLK_2, also is available
from the 21164 CPU and is used as the main clock
source in the 21174 core logic ASIC. In the system,
SysCLK_2 is delayed nearly a full clock cycle, so that by
the time it reaches the core logic ASIC, it arrives
roughly coincident to SysCLK.
Clock Divisors and Oock Domains

Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of the
logic/system clock system. Once it enters the core
logic ASIC, SysCLK_2 makes its way to the input of
a phase locked loop (PLL) by means of a multiplexer
(MUX). SysCLK_2 passes straight through the MUX,
which is a power management feature and is not currently used. The output of the PLL goes into two programmable divisors, one to generate CLK, the main
clock for the core logic ASIC, and the other to generate PCLK, the Peripheral Component Interconnect
(PCI) bus logic interface to the core logic ASIC. Since
CLK is the feedback source to the PLL, Sys_CLK and
CLK are always at the same frequency.
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The external PCI bus is specified to run as high as
33.3 MHz, a limit required for successful operation of
industry-standard I/0 option cards. The core logic
ASIC runs its PCI interface at PCI speeds and thus
needs a separate 33.3-MHz PCI clock. Since SysCLK
is running at 66.6 MHz, we can simply divide it by two
to arrive at a nominal 33.3-MHz PCLK.
In addition, the core logic ASIC has a clocking system capable of running these clock domains at many
different ratios. It allows for operation faster than
66.6 MHz and includes divide ratios to generate PCI
clocks that do not exceed 33.3 MHz. For example,
one interesting frequency for the core logic ASIC is
83.3 MHz. With the CLKdivisor set at two (N = 2 in
the drawing), the output of the PLL will be running at
166.6 MHz. With the PCLK divider at five (P = 5 ), the
resultant PCI clock rate becomes 33.3 MHz. The
dividers are clocked by both a positive PLL clock and
an inverted PLL clock, allowing for symmetry in the
output clocks for odd divisors.
Any significant drift or skew in the two major clocking domains, CLK and PCLK, would result in timing
problems (mostly hold time) as signals cross from one
domain into the other. Therefore, these clock domains
had to be in nearly perfect alignment. To achieve this,
we ensured that the clock distribution trees had tightly
controlled delays, that the core of the clock dividers
was implemented structurally (at the gate level), and
that all associated logic was balanced in the layout.
Then we did a complete timing analysis to ensure
proper operation.
So, why bother with all this? An odd frequency mix
such as this one is often achieved with asynchronous
boundaries and often with much pain. Asynchronous
interfaces are difficult to design and to verify.
Furthermore, the transitions across these boundaries
can often be slow and add data latency. The 21174
core logic ASIC design allows for flexible operation
frequencies, while maintaining a synchronous design.
The 21174 ASIC was designed to accommodate
several different frequency combinations, and the
internal data and control signals that cross the CLK to
PCLK boundary were implemented accordingly. As
the design progressed, however, we found it was too
difficult to run the external memory and B-cache subsystems faster than 66.6 MHz, given the current technologies. As an unfortunate result, these features have
not yet been used.
SDRAM Clock Generation

As shown in Figure 3, the memory/DRAM clocks are
generated from the 21174 ASIC. Normally, large
ASICs-such as this one-have relatively slow I/0
cells and significant delay variation from chip to chip.
This typically makes large ASICs a poor choice for driving critical clocks (such as the memory clocks) in
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Block Diagram of Clocks

high-speed system design, because tight timing control
of clocks is a key factor for maximal performance.
Therefore, most high-speed designs use costly, skewcontrolled buffer chips and elaborate distribution
schemes to get tightly controlled clocks. Often, these
circuits use PLI..s as well to control the absolute arrival
time of the clocks. All these decisions result in good
performance but at a price, both in cost and board area.
Like other large ASI Cs, the 21174 has a large timing
variation on its I/0 cells. Unlike other large ASICs, it
employs a novel feedback circuit that automatically
compensates for delay uncertainty and ultimately delivers tightly aligned clocks. Figure 4 shows some details
of this circuit, which is used to generate the main mem ory clock, DRAM_CLK. This clock originates inside
the ASIC as a copy of the tightly aligned internal clock,
CLK, which is then distributed through a variable delay
line. The resultant delayed clock is then sent, in multiple copies, out of the chip to the SDRAM memory dual
in-line memory modules (DIMMs ).

The variable delay line consists of 128 independent
delay cells, which have a delay of roughly 200 ps each.
Each delay cell maintains the same polarity of the clock
but inverts it twice to compensate for different gate
rise and fall times. By adjusting the number of delay
cells in the path, the 21174 ASIC can control the timing of the output clock. With that accomplished, the
core logic ASIC must now determine and control the
number of delay elements used.
As Figure 4 shows, the 21174 ASIC generates 13
identical copies of the DRAM clock; 12 copies go to
the memory arrays (two per DIMM). The thirteenth
copy feeds back into the ASIC. Conceptually, the extra
copy goes to a phase detector, which compares it
against its own internal clock, CLK. If the sampled
DRAM_CLKleads CLK, then the phase detector automatically increases the delay of the DRAM_CLK variable delay line by adding one more element to the
delay chain. Conversely, if DRAM_CLK trails CLK,
one element of the variable delay line is removed.
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DRAM_CLK Clock Aligner

The alignment circuitry continues to add (or remove)
one delay element until the clocks are slightly past the
optimal alignment; at that point, it then subtracts (or
adds) a delay element. The circuit thus brings the clocks
close to alignment and then toggles back and forth by
one delay element, which adds slight but acceptable jitter
to the clocks.
The phase detector is logically a D flip-flop, with
CLK driving its clock input and DRAM_CLK as its data
input. The two output states thus represent "CLK leads
DRAM_CLK" and "CLK trails DRAM_CLK" The circuit pings back and forth between the final two delay
elements because the phase detector does not directly
indicate that clocks are in alignment. Also, once the
clocks are in alignment, timing could drift because of
delay changes caused by temperature or voltage variations, which require the circuit to be left on.
The goal of this clock circuit is to precisely align the
phase detector's clock, CU(, with its data, the input
copy ofDRAM_CLK This nearly guarantees that the
flop will be operating in violation of its normal setupand-hold timing window because its data are changing
at the clock edge. (State elements like to have a setupand-hold window around the clock where the data is
stable at either a O or a 1. ) This violation can cause
both uncertainty in its output state, as well as problems with metastability in the flip-flop .
Fortunately, we were able to use a special metastable
hardened flip -flop in IBM's CMOSS library as one of
the phase detectors in the 21174 ASIC. (The circuit
offers two phase detectors; each is implemented with a
different flop and is selectable during power-up. ) Also,
the output of the phase detector was sent through
seven more metastable flops in series. These flops clean
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up and synchronize any metastable state that may
occur and send a clean output to the variable delay line
control circuitry.
Although ASICs can have a large variation in output
delay from chip to chip and for different voltages and
temperatures, cell delays are correlated to a large degree
within a chip. In short, if one I/0 cell in a chip is running fast, they will all be running fast. Thus, by lining up
one of the DRAM CLKs, they are all in rough alignment
with it. Although this compensates for the output buffer
delay, the rest of the clock feedback path is not automatically correlated.
The external printed circuit board wiring, however,
has relatively little skew contribution because propagation delays in etch are relatively constant and easily calculated. (The wiring will correlate to the etch delay of
the other clocks going to the DIMMs. ) The input
buffer cell delay of the feedback clock is not correlated,
but this is relatively fast and not consequential.
Some additional aspects of the circuitry are worth
mentioning. For example, in the 21174 ASIC implementation, the automatic delay alignment circuitry can
be selectively enabled or disabled by software (it powers
up disabled). Software can force the number ofdelay elements. This allows us to derive more elaborate schemes
of fine-tuning the SDRAM clocks, such as advancing the
clock when there are more DIMMs in the system and
retarding it when there is light memory bus loading.
Note that other nonrelated signals that use the same
internal DCLK and the same I/0 cell type are delay
correlated to the DRAM clock signals. Several other
signals to the B-cache, which needed a tight timing
relationship to the memory, were generated in this
fashion. Also, most of the memory interface signals are

generated from DCLK, which made the normally difficult job of interfacing to the high-speed memory a
relatively easy one in terms of timing.
The clock-alignment circuitry was one of the first
things we checked after we powered on the first system.
As soon as we wrote the bit to enable the auto alignment
feature, the clocks snapped into the calculated/expected
positions.
B-cache Clocks

Each of the two ST_CLK pins on the 21164 CPU
are split into two separate copies through a resistorsplitting network. The resultant four copies of
ST_CLKroute to the B-cache module. Three of these
copies are available for the synchronous static RAMs
on the cache module, and the fourth copy routes to
the 21174 core logic chip. The current implementation of the B-cache module uses only one copy of
ST_CLK, which is buffered and sent to the individual
synchronous static RAM chips.
The system platform delivers three additional copies
of the DRAM_CLKs to the B-cache module, called
SRAM_FILL_CLK, which also take advantage of the
DRAM_CLK alignment just described. These clocks
can be used to clock the synchronous static RAMs during memory fills to give the least amount of clock skew
between the memory and the cache. A separate set of
time-aligned signals, SRAM_FILL_EN, can be used to
switch between the ST_CLK and SRAM_FILL_CLK
sources.
The 21174 ASIC implements a victim buffer for dirty
(updated) B-cache data being evicted to memory.' To

optimize victim eject timing to the core logic ASIC,
the system uses a forwarded copy of the ST_CLK clock
sourced from the 21164 CPU and sent to the 21174
ASIC (see Figure 3). This clock, SRAM_CLK_IN,
works similarly to the 21164 CPU's wave pipeline feature and allows ejection of a victim from the cache to
the 21174 ASIC in five SysCLK cycles rather than the
eight cycles it would have taken without it. 6 For flexibility in future B-cache upgrade cards, this clock
routes through the B-cache module, which allows its
timing to be fine-tuned for the specific B-cache module parts. Figure 5 shows this timing.
Flash ROM and Boot

The 21174 core logic ASIC implements the boot
code, the console firmware, and the nonvolatile RAM
(NVR) interface in the system, another example of a
system feature that was integrated into the core logic
ASIC. A single, one-megabyte (MB) flash ROM holds
the power-on self-test (POST), two 16-kilobyte copies
of NVR, and the AlphaBIOS and SRM consoles. These
separate components were combined to save board
space that would have been used by separate parts:
serial ROM, NVR, and two programmable ROMs.
The more highly integrated design also reduced
costs, which was consistent with our design goals. The
single flash ROM is connected on the address bus
between the CPU and the core logic ASIC (see Figure 1 ).
By placing these critical software components logically
closer to the CPU, rather than on the 1/0 bus, we
provided a greater ability to diagnose the system when
not all of its parts are working. Flash ROM was used
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to ease updating the firmware in the field, allowing
upgrades from a floppy diskette (possibly downloaded
from the DIGITAL Web site).
The initial power-on boot sequence on the system is
also unique among Alpha workstations. All Alpha CPUs
can use a serial ROM to load the primary instruction
cache (I-cache) at power-on; once the I-cache is full,
execution begins. Alternatively, the 21164 CPU can
bypass the serial ROM load and begin executing
directly from memory. These instruction stream
(I-stream) accesses miss in the CPU's empty internal
caches, causing external fills. The system implements
this form of power-on, using the core logic ASIC to
intercept I -stream fills and retrieve the data from flash
ROM. This saves the board space and cost associated
with either a specialized serial ROM part or the logic
to serialize a standard ROM.
At initial power-on, the core logic ASIC interprets
CPU requests for reads from addresses 00.0000.0000
through 00.03FF.FFFF as requests for data from
the flash ROM. The transaction begins with a
read_block_miss command from the CPU. The core
logic ASIC asserts cack_l to acknowledge the command
and then asserts addr_bus_req to request the private
use of the CPU-to-21174 ASIC address bus. It then
issues reads to the flash ROM by passing address and
control information on the now-reserved address bus.
Since the core logic ASIC owns the bus, it does not
have to adhere to conventional usage: the address bits
are free for reassignment. Addr<31:12> is used as the
byte address into the flash ROM; the eight-bit datum
is returned on addr<l l :4>. Sixty-four successive bytes
read from the flash ROM are packed into a buffer in
the core logic ASIC and returned to the CPU to complete the original fill request.
There are two different address ranges used for flash
ROM fills: one starting at address 00.0000.0000 (to
allow power-on from code in flash ROM) and another
at address OF.FC00.0000 (above any possible memory). Both ranges access the same flash ROM data.
POST code quickly jumps to the high address range,
disabling the low range and freeing those addresses for
use by memory before it begins to size the DIMMs.
Byte read and write access to the flash ROM is also
supported for access to NVR and for updating the
firmware. This address range starts at C7.COOO.OOOO.
Only two function-specific pins on the core logic ASIC
are used for the flash ROM interface, write enable
(flash_we_l, deasserted during fills) and chip enable
(flash_ce_l). The flash ROM's output enable is controlled through an address line, addr<39>.
A socket is provided on the system mother board
to allow for the use of a real serial ROM part. The
circuitry automatically detects the presence of a serial
ROM and will direct the 21164 CPU to boot from the
serial ROM port if the part is installed. This allows
a serial ROM to be used in case of damage to, or
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inadvertent corruption of the flash ROM. This feature
is also useful for module-level debug, because serial
ROM parts with specific test scripts can be made.
Interrupt Controller

The system provides separate inputs for every possible PCI interrupt (Figure 6 ), avoiding the problems
that shared interrupts bring: longer latency, unnecessary I/0, configuration restrictions, and so forth. We
implemented a serial I/0 scheme to handle PCI interrupts and miscellaneous I/0. This has the advantage
of bypassing the Industry Standard Architecture (ISA)
interrupt handlers entirely, except for true ISA interrupts. Many previous designs run the PCI interrupts
through the PCI-to-ISA bridge, which requires additional I/0 to determine the device that needs attention. In the design of the system, we tried to avoid the
need for time-wasting I/0 accesses wherever possible,
moving the access closer to the CPU ifit could not be
eliminated entirely. Further down the hierarchy of
buses (CPU to PCI to ISA), latencies increase and the
possibility of contention rises. For a high-frequency
RISC CPU such as the 21164, stalling the CPU has a
significantly higher penalty than for slower processors.
The core logic ASIC uses only three pins to control
external shift registers for interrupts and generalpurpose inputs and incorporates a fourth pin that handles general-purpose outputs (such as control bits or
light-emitting diodes [LEDs]). The external logic is
shown in Figure 6, where int_clk is the shift clock into
the external shift registers, int_sr_load_l is the load
pulse for both input and output, int_sr_in is the serial
input stream, and the serial output is on gp_sr_out.
Inside the core logic ASIC, we used several registers
in the interrupt controller. All interrupts and generalpurpose inputs are readable in the 64-bit int_req register, letting the interrupt dispatch code determine
relative priorities. A corresponding int_mask enables
or disables each input as an interrupt. To save external
inverters, an eight-bit register (int_hilo) is used to
change the polarity of individual inputs in the low byte
(inputs are assumed to be active-low signals, but some
inputs are contrary). Another eight-bit register is
int_route, which can selectively route some inputs to
different interrupt lines on the CPU; although most
interrupts are delivered on the CPU's irq_h<l> line,
this feature allows the clock to come in at a higher
priority and other inputs to cause a machine check, a
power-fail interrupt, or a halt condition.
The interrupt controller can be configured for the
number of bits used, in blocks of eight, for as many as
64 bits. We set the interrupt controller for 32 bits,
implemented as four, cascaded, eight-bit parallel-toserial shift registers and two serial-to-parallel parts,
which was sufficient for the system. The timing of the
shift clock is adjustable to balance the cost of the shift
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Interrupts and General-purpose I/Os

registers against the interrupt latency. These two parameters are maintained in the int_cnfg register.
A small additional interrupt latency was introduced by
the serial interface. We judged this to be an acceptable
compromise, since we eliminated several 1/0 accesses
per interrupt. Note that when multiple interrupts occur
within the same shift cycle, all are available to the CPU's
interrupt dispatch routine simultaneously, with only one
read of the core logic ASIC's int_req register.
Soft Reset

The core logic ASIC generates and drives all the system reset lines, including its own. It receives a DC_OK
(DC power supply levels charged and okay) signal
from an external voltage monitor, waits for its internal
PLL to lock, and then delays for a programmable (by
means of external pull-up/pull-down resistors) number of cycles before deasserting reset to the system.
Also, the core logic ASIC implements a soft reset
feature whereby software can reset the entire machine,
with the exception of a few key registers in the core
logic ASIC. This allows software to reconfigure certain
key CPU and core logic ASIC clocking parameters, hit
reset, and acquire the new timing.

For example, the state of the CPU's interrupt pins
during system reset determines the external clock
characteristics of the 21164, such as the SysCLK divide
ratio and the SysCLK_2 delay (mentioned earlier). At
power-on, these are set by pull-up and pull-down
resistors on the module to the slowest speed. After
software establishes the CPU's operating frequency, it
can configure the interrupt logic to drive these lines to
the correct value and reset the machine. The next time
the CPU restarts, software recognizes the right clock
parameters and continues with the boot code.
Embedded Real-time Counter and Timer Interrupt

A 64-bit real-time counter in the rt_count register,
ticking with the system clock, is useful for microscopic
timing measurements. The core logic ASIC provides
an int_time alarm register to interrupt the CPU at specific values of rt_count. The system uses the real-time
clock in one ofits peripheral 1/0 chips (super 1/0) for
the system timekeeper, bypassing the ISA interrupt
controller and bringing its interrupt straight to the
input shift registers, which saves PCI bandwidth and
processor cycles.
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PC Interface
Two pins on the core logic ASIC were set aside for
general-purpose inputs or outputs, under total software control. In the system, these are used by software
to implement an FC (inter-IC) interface for clock and
data. This serial interface allows input of static configuration data from the six DIMMs and the B-cache
module. At power-on, firmware reads information
from small, serial electrically erasable read-only memories (EEROMs) on each of these modules. Thus the
interface can easily establish system configuration as
well as set up memory and cache timing. The DIMM
FC ROM contents are defined by the Joint Electron
Devices Engineering Councils (JEDEC) standards and
can be programmed in place.
Since the PC data is read only once at power-on, it was
not important to make this interface fast. Consequently,
it was implemented as a "bit-bang" port, in which each
transition on each line is controlled by firmware accesses
to logic registers. Firmware is responsible for timing of
the protocol's clock and for setup and hold of the data.
Also, firmware handles deserialization (byte packing) of
the incoming data stream.
Logic Partitioning and Enclosure
Most of the system logic is partitioned onto two boards:
a riser card and the mother board (often referred to as
the main logic board [MLB]). The riser card is used for
all components common across the DIGITAL Personal
Workstation line; it includes five option slots, audio, and
Ethernet logic. All internal cables connect to the riser,
which is intended to be common between the platforms. Figure 7 shows a photograph of the system logic.
Because of the shared riser, the a-series and i-series systems have much in common. For example, they use the
same PCI-PCI bridge chip, with identical option slot layouts. The CD-quality audio and 10/100 megabits per
second Ethernet logic are common, as are the bulkhead
cards for these signals.
The MLB contains the CPU, core logic chip (set),
cache, memory, and miscellaneous external connectors. Figure 8 shows the optional B-cache module and
a custom-designed memory DIMM. Because there are
no internal connections, it is easy to remove an Intel
MLB and replace it with an Alpha board.
In a design compromise, we added a PCI-IDE chip
on the MLB to match the partitioning dictated by existing i-series machines, which have integrated device electronics (IDE) built into their core logic. The natural
place for such a device would have been on the riser card.
A graphics controller was not embedded so the
customer could select from adapters of varying cost

Figure 7
Electronics, Mother Board, and Riser for the
DIGITAL Personal Workstation, a-Series

and performance. For those users with a CPUintensive application who do not need high-quality,
high-performance graphics, a less expensive adapter
may be adequate. Demanding users, such as those
doing mechanical computer-aided design (CAD), will
find that the high-end graphics cards offer a significant
boost in quality and performance.
A small computer systems interface (SCSI) controller
is provided as a PCI option card for several reasons.
First of all, it was more expensive to embed SCSI and
provide a bulkhead card for an external connection.

Figure 8
Optional 2-MB B-Cache and 64-MB DIMM
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Using an option card allows us to move to better SCSI
solutions as they become available. Customers with a
light disk 1/0 load may choose to use a less expensive
IDE hard disk.
Although there were many benefits to sharing so
many components between the a-series (Alpha) and the
i-series (e.g., Intel x86 ), the development process was
not conflict-free. The Alpha development team faced
several significant problems. Because the i-series development started sooner, much of the feature set and
logic partitioning was already committed before we had
a chance to participate in the design. The original enclosure proved to be inadequate, and we had to make
changes for cooling, FCC containment, and mechanical
support of option cards. Also, there were difficulties
that reflected the different market requirements for PCs
and workstations. For instance, an external HALT
button, which forces a running machine to the firmware console, is a standard feature in the UNIX and
OpenVMS markets but is missing in the DIGITAL
Personal Workstation.
Results and Summary

The 21174 core logic ASIC was implemented as a
standard-cell ASIC design and uses about 320,000
cells (250,000 gate equivalent) on a 7.2-millimeter
square die, routed in five layers of metal. The design
uses 384 signal pins in a 474-pin ceramic BGA package; the remaining pins are used for power and
ground. The DIGITAL Personal Workstation a-series
and au-series include the 21164 Alpha CPU, the
21174 core logic ASIC, synchronous DRAM, and a
64-bit PCI bus.

his work on the cacheless machine. Finally, special
acknowledgment is due to Reinhard Schumann, who
contributed an extraordinary amount of inspiration to
the design and perspiration to the implementation.
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Reinhard C. Schumann

Design of the 21174
Memory Controller
for DIGITAL Personal
Workstations
DIGITAL has developed the 21174 single-chip core
logic ASIC for the 21164 and 21164PC Alpha
microprocessors. The memory controller in the
21174 chip uses synchronous DRAMs on a 128-bit
data bus to achieve high peak bandwidth and
increases the use of the available bandwidth
through overlapped memory operations and
simultaneously active ("hot") rows. A new prediction scheme improves the efficiency of hot
row operations by closing rows when they are
not likely to be reused. The 21174 chip is housed
in a 474-pin BGA. The compact design is made
possible by a unique bus architecture that connects the memory bus to the CPU bus directly,
or through a QuickSwitch bus separator, rather
than routing the memory traffic through the
core logic chip.

As microprocessor performance has relentlessly
improved in recent years, it has become increasingly
important to provide a high-bandwidth, low-latency
memory subsystem to achieve the full performance
potential of these processors. In past years, improvements in memory latency and bandwidth have not
kept pace with reductions in instruction execution
time. Caches have been used extensively to patch over
this mismatch, but some applications do not use
caches effectively. 1
This paper describes the memory controller in
the 21174 application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) that was developed for DIGITAL Personal
Workstations powered with 21164 or 21164A Alpha
microprocessors. Before discussing the major components of the memory controller, this paper presents
memory performance measurements, an overview of
the system, and a description of data bus sequences. It
then discusses the six major sections of the memory
controller, including the address decoding scheme and
simultaneously active ("hot") row operation and their
effect on latency and bandwidth.
Project Goals

At the outset of the design project, we were charged
with developing a low-cost ASIC for the Alpha 21164
microprocessor for use in the DIGITAL line of lowend workstations. 2•3 Although our goal was to reduce
the system cost, we set an aggressive target for memory performance. Specifically, we intended to reduce
the portion of main memory latency that was attributable to the memory controller subsystem, rather than
to the dynamic random-access memory (DRAM)
chips themselves, and to use as much of the raw bandwidth of the 21164 data bus as possible.
In previous workstation designs, as much as 60 percent of memory latency was attributable to system overhead rather than to the DRAM components, and we
have reduced that overhead to less than 30 percent. In
addition, the use of synchronous DRAMs (SDRAMs)
allowed us to provide nearly twice as much usable bandwidth for the memory subsystem and reduce the memory array data path width from 512 bits to 128 bits.
Figure 1 shows the measured latency and bandwidth
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Figure 1
Measured Latency and Bandwidth

characteristics attainable with the 21174 chip in the
DIGITAL Personal Workstation Model 433a and
compares that data with measurements for several
other systems. The STREAM (McCalpin) bandwidth
measurements were obtained from the University of
Virginia's Web site.4 The memory latency was measured with a program that walks linked lists of various
sizes and extrapolates the apparent latency from the
run times. 5 Note that the measured latency also
includes the miss times for all levels of cache.
Despite our ambitious memory performance goals,
our primary goal was to reduce cost. We considered
eliminating the level 3 (L3) cache found in earlier
DIGITAL workstations from our system design.6 Previous research indicated that a 21164 microprocessorbased machine without an L3 cache could achieve
good performance, given good memory latency and
bandwidth.7 Clearly, elimination of the L3 cache
would reduce performance; we chose instead to retain
the cache but as an optional feature .
Typically, memory controllers used with Alpha
microprocessors have used a data path slice design,
with two or four data path chips connecting the CPU
to the DRAMs. Early in our design process, we realized
that these data path chips could be eliminated if the
memory cycle time were made fast enough for noninterleaved memory read data to be delivered directly to
the CPU. Previous designs used fast-page-mode
DRAMs, but they could not be cycled quickly enough
to provide adequate bandwidth from a 128-bit-wide
memory. Consequently, a 256-bit or 512-bit memory
data path was used in those designs, and data from the
wide memory was interleaved to provide adequate
bandwidth to the CPU. Recently, several types of
higher bandwidth DRAMs have been introduced,
including extended data out (EDO), burst EDO, and
SDRAMs. All three memory types have adequate
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bandwidth for direct attachment to the data pins of
the 21164, and all three are available at little or no
price premium over fast-page-mode DRAMs.
We eventually chose SDRAMs for our design
because their bandwidth is better than that of the other
two types, and because the industry-standard SDRAMs
use a 3.3-volt interface that is fully compatible with the
21164 data pins.8 Fortuitously, SDRAMs were beginning to penetrate the mainstream memory market at
the time we started our design, which provided assurance that we would be able to buy them in volume
from multiple suppliers at little or no price premium.
Although we eliminated the data path slices in the
path from memory to the CPU, we still needed a data
path from the memory to the peripheral component
interconnect (PCI) I/0 bus. When we started the
design, it seemed clear that we would need multiple
chips to accommodate the data path because of the
128-bit memory bus, 16-bit error-correcting code
(ECC) bus, the 64-bit PCI bus, and their associated
control pins. We planned to partition the design to fit
into multiple 208-pin plastic quad flat pack (PQFP)
packages. Our first design approach used two data
path slices to connect the memory to the PCI bus and
a third chip for the control logic.
After a preliminary feasibility investigation with two
ASIC suppliers, we decided to combine all three chips
into one chip, using emerging ball grid array (BGA)
packaging technology. Although a single chip would be
more expensive, the elimination of two chips and more
than 100 interconnections promised a reduction in
main logic board complexity and size, thus partially offsetting the additional cost of the single chip design. In
addition, the performance would be slightly better
because critical paths would not span multiple chips
and the design process would be much easier and faster.

System Overview
Figure 2 shows a system diagram for the cacheless
design. Note that the memory array connects directly
to the CPU. Figure 3 shows a configuration with an
optional cache. In this configuration, a QuickSwitch
bus separator isolates the CPU/ cache bus from
the memory bus. (A QuickSwitch is simply a lowimpedance field effect transistor [PET] switch, typically
several switches in one integrated circuit package, controlled by a logic input. In the connected state, it has an
impedance of approximately 5 ohms, so it behaves
almost like a perfect switch in this application.) From
an architectural standpoint, it is not absolutely necessary to separate the buses when a cache is provided, but
the bus separation substantially reduces the capacitance
on the CPU/ cache bus when the buses are discon-

21164
ALPHA
CPU

nected, which speeds up CPU cache accesses significantly. As a side benefit, direct memory access (DMA)
traffic to and from main memory can be completed
without interfering with CPU/ cache traffic. The
arrangement shown in Figure 3 is used in the DIGITAL
Personal Workstation, with the cache implemented as a
removable module. With this design, a single motherboard type supports a variety of system configurations
spanning a wide performance range.
The memory controller also supports a server configuration, shown in Figure 4 . In the server configuration,
as many as eight dual in-line memory module (DIMM)
pairs can be implemented. To cope with the additional
data bus capacitance from the additional DIMMs, the
DIMM portion of the data bus is partitioned into four
sections using QuickSwitch FET switches; only one section is connected to the main data bus at any one time.
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Server Configuration

In addition to the QuickSwitch bus separators, the
server configuration requires a decoder to generate 16
separate chip select (CS) signals from the 6 CS signals
provided by the 21174 chip.
Data Bus Sequences

The 21164 CPU has a cache line size of 64 bytes,
which corresponds to four cycles of the 128-bit data
bus. For ease of implementation, the memory controller does all memory operations in groups of four

66-MHZ
SYSCLK

I

data cycles. Figure 5 shows the basic memory read
cycle; Figure 6 shows the basic memory write cycle.
To provide full support for all processor and DMA
request types, as well as cache coherence requirements, the memory controller must implement a large
variety of data transfer sequences. Table 1 shows the
combinations of data source and destination and the
transactions that use them. All memory and cache data
transfers are 64-byte transfers, requiring four cycles of
the 128-bit data bus. All I/0 transfers are 32-byte
transfers, requiring two cycles.
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Table 1
Data Bus Transfer Types
To

21164CPU

Cache

21174 ASIC

DRAM

Private

1/0 write

L2 victim

Fill'

L3 victim
DMA read
DMAwrite'
DMAread 1
DMA write'·'
DMAread
DMAwrite'

From
21164 CPU
Cache

21 174ASIC
DRAM

Private

1/0 read
Fill'
Fill

Fill

L3 victim
DMAwrite

Notes
1. Data from victim buffer.
2. Merge data.

The memory controller is designed to permit partially overlapped memory operations. The 21164
CPU can emit a second memory-fill request before the
fill data from the first request has been returned.
Figure 7 shows a timing sequence for two read commands to the same group of memory chips. Note that
the second read command to the SDRAMs is issued
while the data from the first read is on the data bus.
The two read commands (four data cycles each) are
completed with no dead cycles between the read data
for the first read and the read data for the second read.
For most other cases, the data cycles of adjacent transactions cannot be chained together without intervening bus cycles, because of various resource conflicts.
For example, when the bus is driven from different
SD RAM chips, at least one dead cycle between transac-

tions is needed to avoid drive conflicts on the bus
resulting from clock skews and delay variations
between the two data sources.
Memory Controller Components

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the 21174 chip.
Table 2 gives an overview of key ASIC metrics. A discussion of the entire chip is beyond the scope of this
paper, but note that there are two major control
blocks: the PCI controller manages the PCI interface,
and the memory controller manages the memory
subsystem and the CPU interface. The memory controller has six major sections, as shown in Figure 9.
The detailed functions of these components are
described next.
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Memory Sequencer

The memory sequencer provides overall timing control for all portions of the 21174 chip except the PCI
interface. To facilitate partial overlapping of memory
transactions, the sequencer is implemented as two separate state machines, the main sequencer and the data
cycle sequencer.
The main sequencer is responsible for overall transaction flow. It starts all transactions and issues all mem-
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ory addresses and memory commands. Table 3 lists
the transaction types supported by the main sequencer
and the number of states associated with each type.
The data cycle sequencer is dispatched by the main
sequencer and executes the four data cycles associated
with each memory transfer. Although the data cycle
sequencer is simple in concept, it must cope with a wide
variety of special cases and special cycles. For example,
in the case ofreads and writes to flash read-only mem-

Table3
Main Sequencer States

Table2
21174 ASIC Summary
Function

Number of States

Transaction Type

Core Logic
66MHz

Idle

1

Wait for idle

Memory latency

33MHz
64 Bytes
105 ns (7-1-1-1)

Hot row latency

75 ns (5-1-1-1)

Data bus width
SDRAM support

128 bits+ ECC
16 Mbit and 64 Mbit 3.3V

Cache fill from dummy memory
L3 cache victim write back

2
4
4
2
3
2

SDRAM CAS latency
SDRAM banks/chip

2 or 3
2or4

DMAread
DMAwrite

PCI bus width

64 bits

SDRAM refresh

Gate count

250,000 gates
474 total (379 signal pins)

SDRAM mode set
PCI read

CeramicBGA

CSR read
Flash ROM byte read

Data bus clock
PCI clock
Memory transfer size

Pin count
Package

Cache fill
Cache fill from flash ROM

L2 cache victim write back

.35-µm CMOS

Process

ory (ROM), stall cycles are needed, because of the slow
access time and narrow data bus of the flash ROM.
Table 4 gives the cycle types supported by the data
cycle sequencer.
Some control signals from the memory sequencer
are driven from the main sequencer, and some are driven from the data cycle sequencer. In addition, a number of control signals may be driven by either state
machine. This is necessary because of pipelining considerations, as transactions are handed off from the
main sequencer to the data cycle sequencer. For example, during a DMA write transaction, the DMA write

COMMAND

9
14

2
2
2
3

PCI or CSR write
Flash ROM byte write

1

Errors

2

Total states

55

data is selected on the internal data path multiplexer
one cycle before it appears at the data pins, so the
select signal for the internal multiplexer is driven by
the main sequencer for the first data cycle of the DMA
write and is then driven by the data cycle sequencer for
three additional data cycles. The shared control signals
are implemented separately in each state machine, and
the outputs are simply ORed together.
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Block Diagram of the Memory Controller
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Table4
Data Cycle Sequencer States
Data Cycle Type
Idle
Cache fill
Cache fill from victim buffer
Cache fill from flash ROM
Cache fill from dummy memory
L2 cache victim write back
L3 cache victim write back to 21174 ASIC
L3 cache victim write back from 21174 ASIC to memory

address logic, the address bits are assigned to row and
column addresses in a way that allows support of many
different SDRAM chip types, always using the same
row address selection and using only two possible
selections of column addresses. Table 5 gives the
address bit assignments.
To further accelerate the address decoding, the
input to the address multiplexer is sent directly from
the address receiver ahead of the receive register, and a
significant portion of the address decoding and multiplexing is completed before the first clock.
SDRAM Address Decoder

DMA read from memory
DMA read from L2 cache
DMA read from L3 cache
DMA read from victim buffer
DMA write to memory
Read merge data from memory for DMA write
Read merge data from L2 cache for DMA write
Read merge data from L3 cache for DMA write
Read merge data from victim buffer for DMA write
CSR read
PCI read
Flash ROM byte read
PCI or CSR write
Flash ROM byte write

Address Multiplexer

The address multiplexer accepts an address from the
21164 address bus, from a OMA transaction, or from
the victim buffer and then selects a subset of the
address bits to be driven to the multiplexed address
pins of the SDRAMs. Figure 10 shows a block diagram
of the address path. As with most other DRAMs, the
SDRAM address pins are used first for an n-bit row
address that selects one of 2" rows, and later for an
m-bit column address that selects one of the r bits
within that row. To minimize the delay through the

To achieve minimum latency, the address path of the
memory controller is designed to send a row or column address to the SDRAMs as quickly as possible
after the address is received from the CPU. This goal
conflicts with the need to support a wide variety of
DIMM sizes in a random mix, and the overall address
path is extremely complex in fan-out and gate count.
The opening and closing of rows (row access strobe
[RAS]) and the launch of transactions (column access
strobe [ CAS]) is controlled separately for each DIMM
pair by one of eight DIMM pair controllers. Each
DIMM pair controller, in turn, contains eight bank
controllers to control the four possible banks within
each of the two groups of memory chips on the D IMM
pair, for a total of 64 bank controllers. Figure 11 shows
the details.
The address path and the launch of memory
transactions are controlled by four signals from the
main sequencer: SELECT, SELECT_FOR_READ,
SELECT_FOR_WRITE, and SELECT_FOR_RMW.
The SELECT signal directs the DIMM pair controllers to open the selected row. There are three basic
cases. In the simplest case, the row is already open, and
no further action is needed. In the second case, no row
is open, and the DIMM pair controller must issue an
activate command (or RAS) to the SDRAMs. In the
most complex case, an incorrect row is open, and it

SELECT_16MBIT_DIMM_PAIR
SELECT_64MBIT_DIMM_PAIR
DEFAULT_SDRAM_ADDR
COLUMN ADDRESS
FOR 16-MBIT DRAMS
CPU ADDRESS

COLUMN ADDRESS
A[ ?:4] 1---F_O_R_64_-M_B_IT_D_R
_A_M_S_ __
2

DMAADDRESS

COLUMN
MUX ADDRESS

SDRAM_ADDR[13:0]
VICTIM ADDRESS
[25:12]
~ --

ROW ADDRESS

- - - A[33:12] (TO DRAM TRANSACTION CONTROLLER)

Figure 10

Address Multiplexer
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Table 5
Row and Column Address Mapping
SD RAM
Chip Type

Banks

Number of Bits,
Row/Column

Bank Select
Bits

Row Bits

Column Bits'

16Mx4
8Mx8

4

14/10
14/9

25,24
25,24

23:12

4
4

27:26, 11:4
26, 11:4
11 :4

4Mx 16

25,24

23:12
23:1 2

14/9

24
24

25,23:12
25,23:12

2
2

14/8
12/10

24
23

25,23:12
23:12

2
2

12/9
12/8

23
23

23:12

25:24, 11:4
24, 11:4

23:12

11 :4

16M x4
8Mx8

2

14/8
14/10

2

4Mx 16
4Mx4
2Mx8
1M x 16

27:26, 11:4
26, 11:4
11 :4

Note
1. All 10 or 12 column bits for each SD RAM size are sent to the SD RAMs. For x8 or x16 SD RAM chip configurations,
one or two high-order column bits are ignored by the SDRAMs.
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must be closed by a precharge command before the
correct row can be opened. The main sequencer asserts
SELECT continuously until a data transfer is started.
The DIMM pair controllers do not need to report
the completion of the SELECT operation. They simply
open the selected row as quickly as possible. However,
if none of the DIMM pair controllers recognizes the
address, a nonexistent memory status is signaled to the
main sequencer.
The SELECT signal can be issued speculatively. There
is no commitment to complete a data transfer to the
selected group of SDRAMs. For example, on a DMA
read, SELECT is issued at the same time that a cache
probe is launched to the CPU. If the CPU subsequently
provides the read data, no memory read is needed, and
the main sequencer simply deasserts SELECT.
The main sequencer asserts a SELECT_FOR_READ,
SELECT_FOR_WRITE, or SELECT_FOR_RMW'
signal when it is ready to start a data transfer.
SELECT_FOR_RMW' starts a normal read sequence,
with the exception that the row hit predictor is
ignored and the row is unconditionally left open at the
end of the read, in anticipation that the next operation
will be a write to the same address. (The subsequent
write sequence would work properly even if the row
were not left open, so this is strictly a performance
optimization.) In response to a SELECT_FOR_x signal, the selected DIMM pair controller starts the specified transaction type as soon as possible. If necessary,
the transaction start is delayed until the selected row
has been opened. When the DIMM pair controller
starts the data transaction (i.e., when it asserts CAS),
it reports CAS_ASSERTED to the main sequencer.
The memory controller provides almost unlimited
flexibility for the use of different DIMM types among
the three DIMM pairs (eight DIMM pairs in the server
configuration). Table 6 gives the fields in the DIMM
pair control registers. The DIMM pair size, as well as
some SD RAM parameters, can be set individually per
DIMM pair through these register fields.
Table6
DIMM Pair Control Register Fields
Field

Use

ENABLE

Indicates that this bank
is installed and usable
Defines starting address
Defines total size of DIMM
pair, 16 Mbytes-512 Mbytes
Indicates that DIMM pair
has two groups of chips
Selects 64-Mbit column
mappings for this DIMM
pair
Indicates that the SDRAM
chips each contain four
banks

BASE_ADDRESS[33:24]
SIZE[3:0]
lWO_GROUPS
64MBIT

4BANK
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Hot Rows

The SDRAMs have an interesting feature that makes it
possible to improve the average latency of the main
memory. They permit two (or four) hot rows in the
two (or four) banks in each memory chip to remain
active simultaneously. Because a workstation configuration has as many as three DIMM pairs, with either
one or two separately accessed groups of chips per
DIMM pair, as many as 24 rows can remain open
within the memory system. (In the server configuration, the memory controller can support as many as
64 hot rows on eight DIMM pairs.)
The collection of hot rows can be regarded as a
cache. This cache has unconventional characteristics,
since the size and number of the hot rows vary with
the type of SD RAM chip and with the number and
type of memory DIMMs installed in the machine. In
the maximum configuration, the cache consists of 24
cache lines (i.e., hot rows) with a line size of 16 kilobytes (KB), for a total cache size of384 KB. Although
the cache is not large, its bandwidth is 16 KB every
105 nanoseconds or 152 gigabytes per second. (The
bus between this cache and main memory is 131,072
bits wide, not counting the 16,384 ECC bits!)
Table 7 gives the state bits associated with each bank
within each group of chips on each DIMM pair in
the memory system. To keep track of the hot rows, a
row address register is provided for each bank. There
are 64 copies of the state given in Table 5, although
only 24 of them are usable in the workstation configuration. Prior to each memory access, the row address
portion of the current memory address is compared
against the selected row address register to determine
whether the open row can be used or whether a new
row must be opened. (Of course, if the ROW_ACTIVE
bit is not set, a new row must always be opened.)
As with any cache, the hit rate is an important factor
in determining the effectiveness of the hot row cache.
If a memory reference hits on an open row, latency is
reduced due to the faster access time of the open row.
However, if the memory reference misses on an open
row, the row must first be closed (i.e., a DRAM
precharge cycle must be done) before another row can
be accessed. In the past, some memory controllers

Table 7
State Bits for Each of 64 SDRAM Banks
State

Use

ACTIVE_ROW[25: 12]

The row currently in use,
if any
Indicates whether row
is open
Hit/miss state from last
four accesses
Tracks busy ti me after
com ma nd is issued t o bank

ROW_ACTIVE
ROW_H IT_HISTORY[3:0]
TIMEOUT_CTR[3:0]

were designed to keep the most recently used row
open in one or more memory banks. This scheme provides some performance benefit on some programs.
On most programs, however, the scheme hurts performance, because the hit rate is so low that the access
time reduction on hits is overshadowed by the time
needed to close the open rows on misses.
The memory controller uses predictors to guess
whether the next access to a row will be a hit or a miss.
If a hit is predicted on the next access, the row is left
open at the end of the current access. If a miss is predicted, the row is closed (i.e., the memory bank is
precharged), thus saving the subsequent time penalty
for closing the row if the next access is, in fact, a miss.
A separate predictor is used for each potential open
row. There are 64 predictors in all, although only 24
can be used in the workstation configuration. Each
predictor records the hit/miss result for the previous
four accesses to the associated bank. If an access to the
bank goes to the same row as the previous access to the
same bank, it is recorded as a hit (whether or not the
row was kept open); otherwise, it is recorded as a miss.
The predictor then uses the four-bit history to predict
whether the next access will be a hit or a miss. If the
previous four accesses are all hits, it predicts a hit. If the
previous four accesses are all misses, it predicts a miss.
Since the optimum policy is not obvious for the other
14 cases, a software-controlled 16-bit precharge policy
register is provided to define the policy for each of the
16 possible cases. Software can set this register to specify the desired policy or can disable the hot row
scheme altogether by setting the register to zeros.
The precharge policy register is set to ll 10 1000
1000 0000 upon initialization, which keeps the row
open whenever three of the preceding four accesses
are row hits. To date, we have tested only with this setting and with the all-zeros and all-ones settings, and
we have not yet determined whether the default setting is optimal. The adaptive hot row feature provides
a 23-percent improvement in measured (i.e., bestcase) memory latency and a 7 -percent improvement in
measured bandwidth against the STREAM benchmark, as reflected in Figure 1. Testing of the adaptive
hot row feature shows an average performance
improvement of2.0 percent on SPEC95fp base and an
average of 0.9 percent on SPEC95int base.
The level of improvement varies considerably over
the individual benchmarks in the SPEC suite, as shown
in Figure 12, with improvements ranging from -0.6
percent to +5.5 percent.
For completeness, we also tested with the all-ones
case, i.e., with the current row left open at the end
of each access. This scheme resulted in a 5-percent
performance loss on SPEC95fp base and a 2-percent
performance loss on SPEC95int base.
The row hit predictor is not as useful for configurations with an L3 cache, because the 2ll64 interface
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Figure 12
Performance Benefit of Adaptive Hot Rows

enforces a substantial minimum memory latency for
memory reads to allow for the worst-case completion
time for an unrelated 21164 cache access. In most cases,
this minimum latency erases the latency improvement
obtained by hitting on an open row.
Victim Buffer

The 2ll74 chip has a two-entry victim buffer to capture victims from the 21164 CPU and hold them for
subsequent write back to memory. A two-entry buffer
is provided so that write back can be deferred in favor
of processing fill requests. Normally, fill requests have
priority over victim write backs. When the second victim buffer entry is allocated, the victim write-back priority is elevated to ensure that at least one of the victims
is immediately retired, thus avoiding a potential buffer
overrun. The victim buffers have address comparators
to check the victim address against all fills and DMA
reads and writes. On a victim buffer address hit, read
data or merge data is supplied directly from the victim
buffer: the data is passed over the external data bus to
avoid the use of an additional data path within the chip.
Arbiter

The memory sequencer must process requests from several different sources. The arbiter selects which request
to process next. The arbiter must serve two conflicting
goals: ( 1) priority service for latency-sensitive requests,
and (2) avoidance oflockouts and deadlocks. Table 8
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Table 8
Arbitration Priorit ies
Arbitration
Priority

If Request Register is Latched

If Request Register is NOT Latched

Highest

Set SDRAM Mode
Refresh (if overdue)
Victim write back (if both buffers are full)
DMA read
DMA address translation buffer fill
DMA write (if both buffers are full)
PCI read completion
CPU request
Victim write back
DMAwrite
Refresh

CPU request
Set SDRAM mode
Refresh (if overdue)
Victim write back (if both buffers are full)
DMA read
DMA address translation buffer fill
DMA write (if both buffers are full)
PCI read completion
Victim write back
DMAwrite
Refresh

Lowest

gives the arbitration priorities. Normally, CPU cache
misses are treated as the highest priority requests.
However, the arbiter avoids excessive latency on other
requests by processing requests in batches. When a
request is first accepted, the existing set of requests ( usually just one) is captured in a latch. All requests within
that group are serviced before any new request is considered. During the servicing of the latched request(s),
several new service requests may arrive. When the last
latched request is serviced, the latch is opened and a
new batch of requests is captured. For a heavy request
load, this process approximates a round-robin priority
scheme but is much simpler to implement.
Normally, DMA write requests, L3 cache victims, and
refresh requests are low-priority requests. However, a
second request of any of these types can become pending before the first one has been serviced. In this case,
the priority for the request is increased to avoid unnecessary blockage or overruns.
Refresh Controller

A simple, free-running refresh timer provides a refresh
request at a programmable interval, typically every 15
microseconds. The refresh request is treated as a lowpriority request until half the refresh interval has
expired. At that time, the refresh controller asserts a
high-priority refresh request that is serviced before all
other memory requests to ensure that refreshes are not
blocked indefinitely by other traffic. When the arbiter
grants the refresh request, the main sequencer performs a refresh operation on all banks simultaneously.
Cache Coherence

The Alpha 1/0 architecture requires that all DMA
operations be fully cache coherent. Consequently,
every DMA access requires a cache lookup in the
21164 microprocessor's level 2 (L2) write-back cache
and/or in the external L3 cache, which is controlled
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by the 21164. In general, the memory controller starts
the row access portion of the memory access at the
same time that it requests the cache lookup from the
CPU, in anticipation that the lookup will miss in the
cache. For DMA reads, the 21164 microprocessor
may return read data, which is then used to satisfy the
read request. For DMA writes, several flows are possible, as shown in Figure 13.
If the DMA write covers an entire cache line, the
memory controller requests that the CPU invalidate
the associated entry, and the DMA data is then written
directly to memory. If the write covers a partial cache
line, a cache lookup is performed; on a hit, the cache
data is merged into the write buffer before the data is
written to memory. If the cache misses on a partial line
write, two outcomes are possible: If each 128-bit
memory cycle is either completely written or completely unchanged, the data is written to memory
directly, and the write to the unchanged portions is
suppressed using the data mask (DQM) signal on the
memory DIMMs. If there are partially written 128-bit
portions, the full cache line is read from memory and
the appropriate portions are merged with the DMA
write data.
Cache Flushing

The memory controller provides two novel features
for assistance in flushing the write-back cache. These
features are intended to be used in power-managed
configurations where it may be desirable to shut down
the processor and cache frequently, without losing
memory contents and cache coherence. If the cache
contains dirty lines at the time of shutdown, these lines
must be forced back to memory before the cache can
be disabled. The 21164 microprocessor provides no
direct assistance for flushing its internal cache or the
external L3 cache, so it is generally necessary to read a
large block of memory to flush the cache. The mem-

but has frequent, short bursts ofactivity to service keyboard input, clock interrupts, modem receive data, or
similar workloads.
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